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e Technology 
Street Dublin 1 
' City of Dublin Vocational Warntian Cammiiesr 
~venGg Classes commence, 
OCT. Wednesday 20th Votive Mass. All classes closed, 
Friday 29th Mid-Term Break. All classes closed. 
=NOV. Monday 1st Mid-Term Break. All classes closed. 
DEC. Wednesday 8th Holyday. All classes closed, 
Wednesday 22nd Final class meetings before Christmas vacation. 
JAN. Monday 10th All classes resume after Christmas vacation, 
MAR. 
APR. 
Thursday 17th 
Tuesday 5th 
---* - :
Public holiday. College closed. 
Final class meetings Warn Eest~r 
Evening _ classses tmirwta axogpt 
arranged. a Day classes rea me erftw 
Holyday. All classes closed. - 
Classes for Wholetime courses terminate, 
Public holiday. College closed, 
Holyday. All classes closed, 
MAY. 
Friday 27th 
Monday 6th 
Thursday 9th 
. .. QAY RELEASE C W R  
% ~ S ~ ~ S E P T .  Monday 8th 
DQC. Friday 10th C188.9~~ end. 
JAN. Tuesday 11th Classes commence. 
MAR. Friday 25th: Classes end. 
-%rerm-+ APR. ~vesdar 19th ?< - .- ,I Classes commence. 
- .  
- JULY Friday 1 st . . . , . . Classes end. 
A - I  - - - 
!C. *Wore: Courses for Apprentice P r i m  am of 13 w e  ~ r a b n  
September 20th 1976, Jimmy 14Rh end April 19'47. 
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Short Courrar 
Each session, short courses are held consisting typically of eight t o  
twelve lectures relating t o  special aspects of Building, Engineering or  
Printing Technology. Details of these are advertised in the newspapers. 
Also see Page 37. 
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Printing 
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. *  ^ . 
-, . 
H i s t w i d  Note : 
j '  7 
In 1887 the first City of Dublin Technical School was 
established, and from this initiative the present system of schools 
and coltegss later developed. The Cdlege buildihg in hk Street 
mas epened in 191E and provided for education 'm Building, 
Engineacing and Prindmg, lines of specialisatian which have 
continued down to  the present day. 
The f i n t  whole-time.day courses commenced in 1920 with the 
inauguration of the Apprentice Schdanhip Scheme. With the 
establishment of an Irish Government, technfcal education 
came within the prwince of the Department d Education and 
a Commission set up in 1926 made recommendations on development 
which led t o  the Vocational Education Act of 19301. The 
system of schools and calleges expanded in succeeding decades 
under the City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee, and the 
Bdton Street Cdlege was enlarged by new buildings in 1958 and 1963. 
- " 
a The development olf professional and technician courses began 
7'1; in the 1948's and these over the years gained the recognition 
71 - 4 2  .I. , : of professbnal and vocatibnal bodies in Ireland and other 
a I*, 1711- r countries. The College now accommodates full-time and part-time 
courses in apprentice, technician and technological education. 
r, ;  h<The College operates under the City of Dublin Vocational 
V&G. s Education Committee. It is responsible for the provision 
of educational programmes and for the overall administration of 
T I L  t... . (the College and is assisted by a number of committees, including the 
1 Joint Academic Council, the Board of Studies, the Building 
I Co,mmittee and Planning Sub-committee. The Principal or his 
I nominee represepts the College on these Committees. 
There are also Advisory Committees for major disciplines 
which assist the V.E.G. and the C6Neaa in keeping (courses abreast 
of developiments in the, pmfessciond and ind~~sorid fields. 
College Caunel r The general direction d the affairs of the College is under 
the control of the College Council which is a sub-committee of 
- the V.E.C. The Council consists of nine members nominated eat* Z J  1 '  : s r ! f  . 
L ( +  . , n ~ r  - 7 . by the V.E.C., the Principal of the Colleg~, a member of 
' 'academic staff elected by the staR and one student member 
1'3,  
. . I  nominated by the Students' Union. It's terms of reference include 
, , ' approval of annual estimates of expenditure, approval of the 
I I t ,  , 
nature and range of courses offered, appointment of staff, 
responsibility. for buildings and other facilities and generally 
examining any major proposals for development of the College. 
Th. Academic The Addemic Board has responsibility for the Cdlege 
' 
'I 6 d r  - maddmla. pmgmines, It comprises the Principal, che Heads d Schools and the Meads of Departments of the Cdlege. 
~.pmmdt~ , l?yyfn~qn@aI pards  !ynprised of staff and student representatives 
are cmcerned with devdbpment of Departments' courses 
and facilities. There are also Coune Committees t o  advise on 
dwelwment of major courses, 
9 
GENERAL INFORMATION & REGULATIONS 
Appliutkntt Applications for admission to wholetime courses should be submitted 
not later than 30th June, 1976, on the farm obtainable from the 
Secretary, Documentary evidence of qualifications should 
accompany all applications. Candidates awaiting results of examinations 
should make provisional application. Results should be forwarded in 
support of applications as soon as they become available. In the case of 
part-time and evening courses it is not necessary t o  make application 
for admission in advance of the enrolment date for the course. 
A h i s i o n  md Before acceptance of an application for admission t o  classes or courses 
Enrolment the applicant must attend in person for interview and the College 
must be satisfied as t o  his ability t o  benefit from the proposed 
courses or classes. The College may require an applicant t o  sit an 
aptitude or other test before admission. Successful applicants for 
wholetime courses will be notified in writing during the week 
commencing 20th September, 1976, and invited t o  register for the 
coune immediately. Students attending for registration and enrolment 
are required t o  have the following: 
(a) Letter of acceptance for the course (only required in the case of 
students for whd&ime courses). 
(b) Two copies of a recent photograph of passport type and size. 
(c) Tuition fees for the course or a letter from a Local Authority or 
other recognised body confirming that it will be responsible 
for the payment of tuition fees. 
In the session 1976/77 the latest date for admission of students to 
classes commencing in the first term is 3lst October, 1976~ Only in 
exceptional circumstances and subject t o  the additional payment 04 a 
late fee of €5.00 will applicants be admitted after that date. 
All new students will be issued with an ldentity Card. Students who 
were enrolled in the College in previous sessions must present the 
ldentity Card previously issued to them for re-endorsement for the new 
session. The ldentity Card is the property d the Cdlege and may 
be demanded by the College or its officers at any time. Students are 
therefore required t o  have their ldentity Cards with them while in 
College. A charge of f 1.00 will be made for replacement of ldentity 
Cards and new photographs will be required. 
Change of address or place of employment should be reported t o  the 
College Ofice immediately, 
Change of classes or courses may be made only with the consent of 
the Head of Department. 
Gmts  and 
Srhdsnhips 
General Infdrmtion and R 8 # ~ / ~ t b n #  
Fees are payable on enrolment and are not refundable except where a 
class or coune daes not form. An enrolment is not transferable 
from one student t o  another. 
The sole proof of enrolment in any class or  ceursr in the College is 
the official receipt for the class or course fees paid, The official receipt 
must be presented on first attendance at each class, 
(a) Local Authorities are empowered t o  make Higher Education grants 
t o  eligible students t o  enaMer them to1 pursue courses of higher 
education at the College, 
Applications for these grants should be addressed to the Secretary 
of the Local Authority in whose area the student's parents normally 
reside. 
(b) Vocational Education Committees are empowered' t o  award 
scholarships t o  students from their area attending Technician and other 
third-levd courses at the Colleqe, Applications for these scholanhips 
should be direeted t o  the VEC d the area where the student's 
parents reside. 
Students normally resident in the City of Dublin and who wish to 
colmpett for a scholarship from the City of Dublin Vocational 
Education Committee should camplete the official application form. 
These forms are avaidable from the Cbllegs Secretary/Raistrar or 
from Heads of Departments. 
P lns t  note that the section on the application form which refers t o  
documentation an public examinations and course acceptance must be 
signed by an authorised member of the Cdlegcr Staff. 
The CLCSING DATE for applications t o  the City of Dublin 
Vocational Corn mitres is WDlNESDAY, 6th W Q B E R ,  1975. 
(c) AnCO; the Industrial Training Authority, offers a number of 
schokrships and grants each year to those pursuing Technician 
courses in the Engineering and Construction fields, Information on the 
schdarrhips and grants are available from AnCO, Box 456, Baggot 
Ccwtrt, Dublin 2. 
(d) Ivan Webb SchdaMp: The Construction Industry Federation 
and the Master Builders Association have established a schdarship 
fund to commemorate the late Ivan Webb, a former Council member 
of both bodies who was killed in the Stansted air disaster. The 
object of the scholarship fund is t o  assist students in pursuing 
their courses d study, The scholarships apply t o  the full-time and 
part-time Hightr Construction Technician Courses in the Cdlq je 
and are awarded on the following basis: 
One schdarship valued at LSW t o  the student attaming the highest 
place in the results of the year's war& and examinations in the 
First year d the Full-time Course, 
fer soma reason 
Trade Courses 
. ? :$29 , . A ~ , ~ w  
Examinatkms The Collqge conducg its .own examinations for a narmkr of the . 
. tprofessionaS and echnician courses. J h a e  are moderated by Memd 
. $ .  examiners and leWf go Col leads awards. The Wleger also offers 
courses leading t o  examinations md wards of extqrnal bodies for 
which it is  an %p@rowed emmihation centre, &dents are required t o  
acquaint themselxes with the examination and promotion regulations 
I, r ? " ) X T  
of the course which they take. 
Examinations are held at the end of  each session or stage and are 
regulated by the College Academic Board and the Examination Board. 
, r  !,,, ; , 3 I C  
' " 4;: An examirtation fee af L5.09 is payable in respect of College sessional 
examinations. 
# I  1 .:JJ . t J d 
: f r , p  -., 9,; 
The closing date for receipt of Cotlege Examination fees is 
34st January, 1977, In exceptional circumstances and at the discretion 
J t r  of the College Examination h r d  Executive a candidate may be 
allawed t o  enter .fcjr a Cdege exaainatim up t o  31st March, 1977. 
,,+ swbject to the additional payment ef a late fee of L5.00. 
Promotion to a higher year or stage in any subject it contingent on 
!-\(,reaching the rrquired standard in .the sessional examination in thp. 
,, b lower grade, . - 
n9 A candidate unsuccessful in a sessional examination may be permitted 
'. : E  t o  sit a supplemental examination in relation to the same session 
?'where such is offered in accordance with the regulations established for 
his course. ~andidates may sit for one such supplemental 
-aarninaion wieheut payment of a ;f.l?rr$br fee. Candidates whodo &u% 
complete rm emminaoien in all r;.ubjwxs ,sf the year or stage or.nw4o 
are hreqdii~ed submit adYMiorral work (e.g, pruject or thesis) 
t o  the Examination Board for assessment bef.c~rcc graduation or 
promotbn t o  .the nedct year af .the wmJ musg re-enter for that 
. .ewmjnstion bRlfwe 31st Januawy, 1977, and pay the appropriate fees. 
. b midrest s I 4 l . b  dmibt;ied trhe gwi+m@iay~who has not 
made at bast 75% oif a b  pssk le  a t tmdaw,  tssrcept in special 
d r c u m ~ n c m  a d  aa: the diwredgn .d tho Head.onf Department. 
IS~dants are required w submit ,regt.ularlly s u b  praject work and 
~ourse work as may be prescribed by members of the academic staff 
artd this will be bken into account in the assessment at the end of the 
session, I 
A kattomt~ly n * k L  must be dn.t%ined b~ each student of a 
fabomtwjr dw~3 an assessment will be ,ma& at ahhe end of 
reseion .of each student's .pwgneBs in t ha la-wy techniques and 
.f~xp,exismmtaiI ability which will munt  in she sessbnal examination in 
*hat subjwt- 
L- 
General .Intwn?~riun and Re~ujaSions 
Other 
Examinations 
The College is a centre for a number of external examinations 
including the General Certificate of Education of the University of 
London, the Department of Education, the City & Guilds of London 
Institute. Application for entry to these examinations must be made 
- 
Natimsl 
Counci,l fer 
Educatiaal 
Awards 
Generd 
Regulations 
through the College Office in accordance with the closing dates as 
indicated on College Notice Boards. 
In connection with the examinations of professional and other external 
bodies, students are advised t o  note the following: 
- - 
1. Admission t o  a course in the College may not of itself entitle 
students t o  sit for examinations of external bodies, Students are ! - #  
themselves responsible for ensuring that they satisfy all the 
requirements of the examining body concerned. 
2. Students are expected t o  acquaint themselves with the current " 8 
regulations for the examinations which they propose to take. 
m- - 3. Students must make the necessary applications and provide all 
documents that may be required, 
4. The College Authorities will give assi~tan~ce and advice in the 
above matters. I! 
The NCEA was established by the Government in 1972 for the 
purpose of awarding qualifications to technicians and technologists 
attending non-university institutions. Already some engineering 
students have been awarded National Certificates and Diplomas and 
submissions have been made by the College seeking awards 
in respect of a number of other courses, 
General regulations for Colleges and classes operating under the 
Authority of the City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee are 
displayed in the Entrance Hall, All students are subject t o  these 
regulations. 
Office Hours 
Canteen 
Facilities 
The Library 
The Vocational Education Committee may expel any student without 
refund of fees, for irregular or unpunctual attendance or for any 
other reason which i n  the opinion of the College, justifies 
expulsion. Three successive absences from any class may lead t o  
suspension from the entire course, unless a satisfactory written 
explanation is submitted t o  the Head d Department. 
Students must provide themselves with such books, instruments and 
equipment (including special clothing) as their classes may, in the 
opinion of the College, require. 
Students are required a t  all times t o  obey the lawful instructions of 
lecturers and other members of the College staff. Misconduct in the 
Cdlege or  its grounds may lead t e  suspension or expulsion. All 
lecturers are authorised t o  enforce immediate disciplinary measures 
in respect of students whom they find violating the regulations of the 
W 
General Information and Regulations 
College or otherwise misconducting themselves. The full ccr-operation 
of each student is invited in order t o  maintain the dignity and 
discipline of the College. 
Students are liable for the cost of repair or replacement of any 
College property damaged by them. 
Students are not permitted t o  smoke in the College classrooms, 
Laboratories, Lecture theatres, workshops, library or gymnasium. 
Parking of pedal and motor cycles in the space provided in the College 
grounds is normally permitted. Students are not permitted t o  bring 
cars into the College parking area. 
Students are permitted to use the facilities of the College including the 
Gymnasium, on the understanding that they do so at their own risk. 
Though all reasonable care Is taken, the College accepts no liability 
for student property lost, stolen or damaged on the College premises 
or graunds. 
Locker accommodation is available for a considerable number of 
students on payment of a fee of €3.001 per session. This includes a 
deposit of fZ-OO returnable only if the locker key is surrendered 
within seven days of the expiry of the period for which the locker has 
been granted, i.e., before 15th June, 1977. 
Office Hours: 9.00 a.m. t o  12.45 p.m. and 2.15 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. 
Monday t o  Friday, and at special periods of the year at times which 
will be posted on the Notice Board. Except during enrdment periods 
members of the staff will not be available for interviews or  
consultations eycept by prior appointment. 
The College Cahteen is open throughout the session for lunches, 
teas and morning and afternoon snacks. 
The Library plays a vital part in the academic structure and 
programmes of the College. It provides a comprehensive information 
service, and study facilities for students and staff. While the 
emphasis in the book collection is on the major college disciplines, 
there is a gradual build-up of other subject areas. A phased 
devetopment plan at present under way will increase the total stock 
fmm the existing 20,000 volumes t o  25,000 volumes by 1977. 
The Library also receives 500 current peridicals. 
The Library maintains dose links with the City of Dublin Public 
Library system of which it fotms part and it has access tu the total 
hddings of that system. It also has close links with the Libraries of 
An Foras Forbartha, the Institute for Industrial Research & Standards, 
the Universities and other Research Institutes both here and abroad. 
Through these links photocopied material and bosks on inter-library 
loan may be quickly obtained, By arrangement facilities may also be 
provided for staff and senior students to use these libraries for research 
purposes. 
The Students' 
Lkrian 
The L&mry eont&s an a p n  access n& area, a periodicals and 
r : ~ C e m e  area a d  t t-edeolibg aqez 11yIr"kh~ pravridk seating for 200 
readers. I - 
A kndfng scheme is in opraebn fqr dl bab.  There is a coin 
operated photo-copying machine in the MW~y-flott Qhra use d readers. 
First year students are give0 introductory Jectu~es en the use of the 
library by the librarian. Library pu~llcations include a current list of 
periodicals and a monthly accessions list. 
. I (  . .  , t.Eoww:of opening: 
In Term Monday to- .frj+j ~ ) 3 0 3 \ . 3 d  &rky 9.3b13.M) 
Summer Term Monday t o  Friday 9.W-21.30r Satvrday 9.30.-17.09 
In Vacation Monday t o  Friday 9.30-17.30. 
The Studearn? Union is the studemts' xepreswta$iue body in the 
. Callep, Evbsry student becomes a member d the Union on enrrrlment. 
The Union is democratically based and it ia. dependent for its 
effectiveness on the involvement of its, members. It is' administered 
by an executive which is elected by the student body. 
, .  , The Union President is a full-time sabba$ical olfficer 
with a wide range d tasks and respmsibilities. 
~ a c h  class in the Cdlege elects a representative t o  the Students' 
Union C.ouncil. In addition College Societies m d  the Union Executive 
!are np.resen€ed on the SUC arrd it h a fururh 
Car discussfon and decisiw- maFng. 
The u ~ h a t e  decisI'0ih-making b d y  of the tPnicm is the General 
M'eckS~g which 1s a meetfrrg bf tke whale student bdy. 
Fun&ims of the QltTion : 
' 
< , , + * - .  ' If. To represent $he views of its members. 
This the Unkn-doer M Calfege la'vef by r0p&senring the stud&nl!s ' 
rn $he WItge Cotthcil, Libmy and! Camteen CammJttee - i . : 
and ether? 8erdieaa 
It rqwemm%9 iias me &n' v 5 . i ~  w niQ)~ab W 
bkvemgh the Unim d kwh* in b b d .  . . 
2. To g W d e  kermttotd aab: $Ukke$ fer Elcx members. 
Th-e h d u d r  I w r ~ S m a -  c~meptr,1~lp9mi~, ~ ~ ~ e i t ,  and guest 
spmken,' The Udan 7 a b  b aror@mfhrmbk Common Room 
The Goll1egr. S~kaieec ere aka unB,w th* qlmbdh of the Union 
~4 a6 :we# pw?isi, t W q e s  and concerts. 
, , . , TM S-' Cemr;il+ acas 
, .. m w ,  epwting,w&iPiba 
rn 94mbty'Q~&& prcwldm i r r f m e t h  on student travel. 
Union Offices : Room AS1, , I ! .  
DAY COURSES 
School of Architecture 
Surveying and Building 
The S c h d  provides courses at technological and technician levels for 
occupations within the building industry, and brings together in the 
process d education those who will work together professionaliy 
in later careers. 
The Architect is responsible for the design and supervision of building 
p~0.i-• 
The Construction Economist, according t o  his specidisation, may be 
concerned, as quantity surveyor, with projects, economics or with 
the management of the build'ing oparation. 
The Environmental Economist has a similar role in the wider range of 
urban development and planning, or in estate management. 
The Geo-Surveyor is concerned with the land itself, its nature, 
its reseurces, and the measurement and ddinition of thme, 
Employment opportunities in dl cases exist in a range from personal 
ptofcssiovlal cmsultancy t o  employment in architectural and 
building organisations and in State or municipal departments. 
Entrance Standard 
Subjects of 
lnstructiasr are 
D W L ~ M ~ .  thh m;rncpmpum ). 
This is a five-year w h o l d m e  course leading t o  the Diploma 
in Architecture. Graduates from the course become eligible for 
membership of the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland 
after they have cornpJeted the requirements resting t o  
practiqal experience bid professiqnal, pmctjp .Success in the Third 
Year gives exemption fram thc  Infermed~~~jnrqinict ions f the 
Royal Institute of the ~rchi tecct  of Ireland.. ! 
Students are required t o  have not less than 75% attendance at lectures 
vd studio wwk h .ash ussioe, k f ~ r e ,  baing alidbla t o  take 
the sessional, or other examinations. All subje+$ must be passed in 
any year of the course before a student can be considered for 
promotion M the na t  year crf the c m m .  
The mim$mum prdidnary edwaaiml '  ~ ~ d i f k a t i o n s  required for 
direct entry, oubjiect t+a interview and suitabQltty asessment 
by the Interview Board, are:- 
(a] The Department o f  'Eduaition Leatlirtg at-tifikate with not 
lower than Grade D In a minlnium ~f four iubjects and at least two 
other subjects at Grade A, B or C on the Higher Level Course or 
(b) The General Certificate of Educaticm with npt lower than Grade 
D in'faur sub;jdts and at least tvio @her subjects at Adranced 
Leva or  
(c) Equivalent gu<qkcations (i;e. ~ d r i c u l u i d a  &.the National 
U'dversity of lrdapd;). ,:,' 
Note: Subjects must include m at he ma tics and English. 
First Year 
Studio Work; Building Construction and Materials; History of 
Architecture; Theory of Architecture; Mathematics and Statistics; 
Mechanics; Physics; Chemistry; Geometry; Craftwork. 
Second Year 
Studio Work; Theory of Architecture; Irish Ar t  and Architecture; 
Ar t  and Civilisati~n; Building Construction and Materials; 
Building Services I; Theory of Structures; Physics; Chemistry. 
Third Year 
Studio Work; Theory of Architecture; History of Town Planning; 
Interior Design; Building Construction; Building Practice; 
Building Services II; Building Materials; Structural Engineering; 
Surveying and Levelling; Computer Studies. 
Fourth Yew 
Studio Work; Theory of Architecture; History of Architecture; 
Building Construction; Structural Engineering; Professional Practice; 
Interior Design ( including Furniture design j; 
Town Planning Theory; Urban Design (including Socidogy); 
Ecomomics and Cost Control; Landscape Design; Computer Studies, 
Note 
Fifth Yew 
Studb Work; Structural Engineering; Professional Practice; Town 
Planning (Theory); Specifications and Materials; Economics and 
COM Contrd; History d Archite~ture. 
Studio Wark incl*udes Arcb i tw tud  Dmwlng, krchkectural D~sfgn, 
Building Constructim, Drawing, Graphics and in the case d 
the First Year ody. Geometrical Drawhg, and in the case of the 
Fourth and Fifth Years, Landscape Design. 
Fee €53.00 per annum, 
URBAN DEUCN (POST GRADUATE). 
Cammencement of course is subject t o  additknal accommodation 
and finance being available to the College. 
A R C H I T E C N ~  TECI.INICM CERTlfICATE COURSE 
This is a three-year whole-time course designed t o  train Architectural 
1 echnlcians and lesding t o  the Architectural Technicians' Certificate. 
The Unal examination of the couoe is ~ccept rd  as a qualification for 
Technician membership of the Royal Institute of Architects of 
Irdand. for Associate membership of the 1nstit.yte af Architectural and 
h i a t e  Technicians and for membership after two years of 
practical experience, The course extends from October t o  May. 
The minimum prelimharry duca$ionrl q u a l i A c a ~ h  required for 
direct -try, suCject t o  intwview and wiabi t i iy  assessment by the 
l a t e w b  M, we:- , 
[a) The Let&& CeFtRca%e ef the bepsnmmr olQ Education in at 
least five su'bjects ar 
(b) The Matriculation Certificate of a r q n i s e d  University o r  
(c)  The General Certificate of Education. 
Nbtc: Subjects must include Mathematics and English. 
AlrpJScxm holding the above qudffications will be asked: to attend for 
an aptkudefsuitabiiity test. Those who score wdl k the test will be 
dbd f w  interview in September after which the places avaitlzMe on 
ahe aune will be rllocated. 
FEraYaur 
Building - h a ,  S ~ u e u r e s ,  S u M y k y  and Lwdling, Graphics, Building 
Construction, History and Theory of Architecture, Architectural 
Drawing. 
EclQna Yssrr 
BuiSxliq Cmskuction, RuiMing Matwbls, S&uCkUres, Surveying and 
L e v N i t  Baildimg krvicw, Prefabrication and Sysxem Building, 
Joinery and Projects, . 
Technological and Technician Courses 
Technological and Technician Courses 
Third Yew 
Building Techndogy, Building Materials, Structures, Building Services 
and Specifications, Contracts and Architectural Practice, 
Fee 
D10. 
ExsmhaUbn Progress t o  successive years of the m r s e  is decided on the basis of 
and Other the student's wolrk during the session and success in the Cdlege 
Requirements sessional examinations. Students am required t o  gain approved 
practical experience in prcufessimal ofices during the summer 
vacations. w 
f38 per annum. 
PLANNtNG TECHNKIAN CERTEATE COURSE 
Commencement of course is subject t o  additional accommodation 
and finance being available t o  the College. 
DIPLOMA COURSE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS 
This is a four-year whole-time course leading t o  a Diploma in 
Environmental Economics. It is designed for those who wish t o  work 
as Valuers, Estate Agents, Property Advisers, Developers and Planners 
in either private or public employment. Hblders of this Diploma are 
exempted from all academic examinations leading t o  Corporate 
Membership of the Ryd l  Institution of Chartered Surveyors, * 
(Valuation, Estate Agency and Planning Division) and from the 
Intermediate examination of the Royal Tewn Planning Institute. The 
course is also recognised' by the Irish Auctioneers' and Valuers* 
Institute. Holders d the Dilploma in Environmental Economics ore 
accepted! for entry t o  appropriate University Post Graduate courses 
in Ireland and abroad. 
Course d Study First Year 
Mathematics; Environmental Science; Accountancy; Economics; 
Principles d Valuation; Construction Technology; lntroduction to 
Environmental and Construction Law; Professional Development. 
Second Year 
Applied Valuation; lntroduction t o  Planning; Applied Economics; 
Environmental Law (Property); Local Government; Construction 
Technology; Land Surveying; Applied Statistics; Computer Usage and 
Applications; Local Administration and Housing, 
Thild and Fwtth Years 
Applied Valuation; Theory and Application of Planning; 
Environmental Law (Property, Administrative); U r k n  Economics, 
Taxation; Building Maintenance; Investment Analysis; Urban Sociology; 
Plan and Photo Applications; Professional Practice and Procedure; 
Management of Property. 
The third year of the course is project based and examined by 
continuous assessment. In the fourth year, students prepare a major 
dissertation as part of their final Diploma examination. 
Practical Students are required to gain Industrial and Professional experience 
Experience during the extended summer vacations. 
Entry 
Q,,dmc*ions Entry t o  the course is by selection following interview of those 
applicants holding the following minimvm qualifications: 
(a) The Secondary Schosls Leaving Certificate in at least six subjects 
including Mathematics and English with a minimum Grade C in 
two subjects at Higher Level 
(b.) The Matriculation Certificate of a recognised University 
(c) The General Certificate of Education with a minimum of two 
subjects at Advanced Level and four subjects at Ordinary Level including 
Mathematics and English Language or Literature. 
Fee €53.00 per annum. 
DIPLOMA COURSE IN CONSTRUCTION ECONOMICS 
This is a four-year whdetime course leading t o  a Diploma in 
Construction Economics and is designed for those who wish to work as 
Quantity Surveyors, Economic Advisers in the construction Industry, 
Building Development Co-ordinaton and Building Managers. Holders 
of this Diploma are exempted from all academic examinations leading 
t o  Corporate Membership of the Royal Institution of Chartered 
Surveyors' (Quantity Surveying Division) The Institute of Building, 
The Institute of Quantity Surveyors and the Construction Surveyors* 
Institute. Holders of the Diploma in Construction Economics are 
accepted for entry t o  appropriate University Post-Graduate courses in 
Ireland and abroad. 
mrse of Study f irst Yeer 
Mathematics; Environmental Science; Accountancy; Economics; 
Principles of Measurement; Construction Technology; Introduction to 
Environmental and Construction Law; Professional Development. 
Seeond Year 
Quantities; Cost Accountancy; Applied Economics; Construction Law 
Land Surveying; Applied Statistics; Construction Technology; 
Computer Usage and Applications. 
Te~hndodc~~l, and Technician Cwsm 
Thkd nd F&* rer. 
Construction Tdchnolopy: Building and Civil Engineering Quantities; 
Constmetion Law: Financial Management; Site' and Productim 
Manggernenf; Bullding Economics; Contract Administration. 
S e m d  Year 
Elements of Law and Administration; Geology; Land Survey; Mine and 
Engineering Survey; Elements of Hydrographic Survey; Mineral 
Technology; Engineerihg Economics; Introduction t o  Photogrammetry. 
Practical 
Experience 
Entry 
Qualifications 
The third year-~f  the cosrrsc ]is project bas4 and examined by . 
continuous assessment. In the fourth year students prepare a major 
dissertatkn as part of their final Diploma examinations. 
Stu.dents are required to gain Industrial and Professional experience 
daring the extended summyr vacations, - - \ 
Entry to the course is by selection following interview d those 
applicants holding the fallowing mhimum qualifications: 
(a) The Secondary Schools Leaving Certificate in at least six subjects 
including Mathematics and English with a minimum Grade C in 
two subjects at Higher Level 
04 '4  
(b) The Matriculation Cer t i f i c~e  of a rwqnised University 
OR 
C 
(c) The 6eneral Certificate of  ducati ion-with' e minimum of two 
subjects at Advanced Level a d  bur suhNts at Or4Fnary Level including 
Mathewttcr and English L a n g u ~  cw !Liwre$uw. 
% Sw 453.96 gw smnwm, 
I .  
1 
.. - 
GEO-WRVEYI'NG TECHNKDA;M CERTIFECATE COURSE 
This is a two year wholetime Technician Certificate course in 
Surveying with an optional third year for the award of a Diploma, 
which prepares students for careen in land and mining surveying in 
both public and private employment. Recognition of this course 
by the N.C.E.A. for the award of a National Certifmte a d  Diploma 
is being sought. 
First Year 
Mathematics and Statistics; Science including Electroaics; Surveying 
Methods and Practice; Theory and Use of Instruments; Survey 
Drawing; Computer Programming; Liberal Studies, 
Third Yew 
A.specialisation selected from the following: Land Survey, Mine and 
. . 
. Engineering Survey, Photogrammetry, Mineral Technology. 
P r a c t i d .  Field camps are conducted at the end of the first year and also at the 
Experience end of the second year for those proceeding t o  the third year of 
the course. In addition students are required t o  gain field experience 
during the summer vacation, 
Entry Entry t o  the course is by selection following interview of those 
Qualifications applicants holding the fallowing qualifications:- 
(a) The Secondary Schools Leaving.Certificate with passes in a 
I .  
' minimum 'of Wve subfeeits including Mathenhaties and English, or  
' 
(b) A m n i s e d '  Grrivafent. 
Prdetencs d l  be gken to appflcants with g o d  grades in 
Mathematics. I 
Tuition Fee f38.00 per annum payable on enrolmeht. 
CONSTRUC~ION TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATE C W R S E  
This is a three-year full-time course leading t o  a Higher Technician 
Certificate in Construcrion and is designed for those who wish t o  work 
at middle management level in the Building Industry, The course is 
recognised by the City & Guilds of London Institute for purposes of 
the amtd of their Higher Cmstrwction ~echrr~eims' Diploma. Hdders 
of this Certificate qualify fycw Licentilrteship d the Institute of Building, 
Building ~u"&eym'llrrstitate and fConstruc'tion Surveyors Institute 
and Technician membership of the Incorporated Association of 
Architects and Surveyors. 
dourse of Study First Year 
- .  
- , - <  = - Communicatisns; Land Surveying; Mathematics; Environmental 
, - I  , Science; Accountancy; Quantities and Specifications; Construction 
Technology. 
Second Year 
- - -  Law and Administration; Land Surveying; Construction Technology; 
L, - -  Quantities; Estimation and Price Build Up. . . 
Technological and Tgchnician Courses 
Third Year 
Law and Administration; Construction Technology; Quantities; 
Variations; Management. 
Full-time students are required t o  gain industrial experience during 
the summer vacation. 
Entry t o  the course is by selection following interview of those 
applicants holding the following minimum qualifications: 
(a) The secondary schools Leaving Certificate in at  least five subjects 
including Mathematics OR 
(b) The Matriculation Certificate of a recognised University OR 
(c) The General Certificate of Education. 
Fea €38.00 per annum. 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNKlAN C W RSE9ART-TIME 
The abwe course is also avaiJa.Me on a day release basis involving 
attendance on one day and two evenings per week fur' a period of 
four years. Entry t o  this course is open t o  those holding:. 
(a) Senior Trade Certificate, Leaving Certificate in at least five 
subjects or equivalent, 
(b) Appropriate employment in the Construction Industry. 
Fees: f 16.00 per annum, 
SHORT-TERM COURSES 
Short-term Courses in  the Building and Project Management 
area will be held during the session. 
These will be advertised in the National Press. 
School of Engineering 
The School of Engineering encompasses five departments within the 
College--Engineering Technology, Automobile Engineering, 
Aeronautical Engineering, Mathematics and Science, 
and Engineering Trades. 
The academic work engaged upon within the school ranges from 
craft t o  full professional level. It is the School's policy t o  provide an 
integrated system, horizontally in the range of technologies and 
vertically in their levels. In this way it is hoped that all students 
will find courses suitable t o  their needs and abilities. 
Opportunities for transfer or promotion t o  related disciplines 
are provided. 
The School maintains close links with industry through direct contact 
with employers, through vacation training, project work and 
research activities. The links with professhal imtitutions are strong 
and there is a conscious awareness of modern needs 
in technological education and training. 
Most af she-professional engineers who graduate annually enter 
employment in Irish manufacturing or process industries or consultancy 
practices where1 their thorough preparation enables them t o  make a 
useful contribution immediately, Some continue! t o  posegraduate work 
at home, or abroad in Britain, Canada, or the United States, 
The Cdlsge is aware of the growing need for technicians in Ireland 
and in recent y w  has developed a number of new courses 
t o  meet the defldencies which existed. The demand for 
technician graduates continues t o  expand. and suah courses offer very 
attractive prospects t o  young people in search of interesting careers. 
The Evening School continues t o  form an important part of the 
Engineering School's activities, Programmes are kept under review 
and every attempt is made t o  assist technical personnel to keep abreast 
of the latest advances and new technological developments. 
Al l  applicants who meet she minimum specified educational 
requiremen6 for entry are interviewed shortly before the 
commencement of the course in September. As the accommodation 
of the Callege is limited it is regretted that in many cases only 
some of the applicants can be accepted. 
Kt 
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND TECHNICIAN COURSES Technological and Technician Courses 
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING COURSE Final Year-Mechanics of Materials, Mechanics d Machines, Engineering 
This i s  a one-year whole-time course commencing each year about Design, Electrotechnology, Mathematics and Computer Applications 
mid-September. Its purpose is to prepare suitable students for and Management Studies, together with two other subjects 
entry t o  the Professional Engineering Courses D42M or  D42S or  ThermodZlnarnics and Fluids (M'echanical option), or  Production 
for positions as trainee technicians in the Engineering industry. Tehnalogy and Analysis of  Manufacturing Systems (Production 
option ), 
Entrance Leaving Certificate of the Department of Education with good In the Final Year, students are also required t o  carry out an 
Requirements passes in Mathematics, English, and three other subjects ; 
or equivalent. individual design or research project and t o  submit a thesis cm the 
work undertaken. 
Course of The subjects studied are : Mathematics, Mec Progress t o  successive years of the course is decided on the basis d 
Study Engineering Technology, Physics, Chemistry, the student's work during the session, and success in the College 
and Liberal Studies. sessional examination. It is an essensial requirement olf the course 
Examimtions Students are required t o  : that the student completes a 2-3 month period gaining suitaMe 
and Other (a) take a College examination at the end of the session ; practical experience during each Summer and submits a repoe on i . 
Requirements (b)  present laboratory notebooks and project work reports t o  the A t  the completian of @he wurse students who have been succe~sful 
satisfaction of the College authorities. in the Final examination will be eligible for the award' of the College Dipdomc in Enginearing. They are also eligible fbr the award of the 
Tuition fa; : t38 per academic year payable on enrolment. B.Sc. (Eng.) degree of the University of Dublin. 
Examination fee : f5 payable in January. Students holding this Diploma meet the academic requirements for 
Membership of the lnstitutim d Engineers o f  Ireland, It is aJso 
widely accepted by Universities in Ireland and abroad' as meeting 
PROFESSlONiAL GWRSlG 1N ENCBN>EERRNG their academic requirements for entry into post-graduate courses. 
MECHANICAL AND PROIDUCIION ENGfNEERING Tuition fee: fi3 per academic year payable on enrolment. Examination f m  : €5 payable in January. 
This i s  a four-year full-time course which prepares young people d t 6  
7 
a suitable aptitude and educational background for a career in 
Mechanical or Productiw Engineering and particularly for employment, PROFESSOSVIA\L COURSE RSN ENGINEERBNG 
in manufacturing and process industries. STRUCTURAL EN*GINEERNG 
a suitable aptitude and educational background for a career as 
Structural Engineers, Structural Engineering is a branch of Civil 
r 
This is a four-year full-tilme course which repares young pevple with (a) Leaving Certificate of the Department of Education in six subjects 
R~uirenke~ts with Grade C or better in the higher course in Mathematics and a 
Science subject (preferably Physics), and a pass in four other Engineering rdated to the design of build'ings, bridges, dams and 
subjects OR mher construction projects, 
(b) Such other qualifications as the College may deem t o  be As for Course D*2,M. 
equivalent. 
y First Year-Mathematics, Applied Maths, Enginearing Drawing, bum o( First Year-Mathematics, Applied Maths, Engineering Drawing, 
Engineering Technology, Physics, Chemistry, General Studies. Engineering Technology, Physics, Chemistry, and Economic and 
Second Year-Mathematics, Principles of Electricity, Mechanics, Social Studies. 
Thermodynamics, Fluids, Drawing, Physics, Productian Processes, Second Year-Mathematics, Physics, Fluids, Mechanics, Structural 
Com plementary Studies, Workshop and Laboratory Work, Drawing and Design, Building Technology, Surveying, Geolwy and 
Third Year-Mechanics of Materials, Mechanics of Machines, Principles So1 Mechanics, Economic and Social Studies, and Laboratory Work. 
of Production, Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, Electroltechnology, Third Year-Mathematics, Mechanics of Maderials, Theory d Structures, 
Mathematics and Statistics, Management Studies and Laboratory Geology and Soil Mechanics, Building Services, Surveying, and 
Work. Management Studies. 
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Technological and Technician Courses 
Examination 
and O t k r  
Requirements 
Recognition 
by Pdessional 
and Other Bodies 
Fees 
D43C. 
Entrance 
Requirements 
Course of Study 
Fourth Year-Mathematics, Mechanics of Materials, Professional 
Practice, Theory of Structures, Design of Structures, Municipal 
Engineering, Management Studies 
As f a  Coune D 4 2 M ' r a  
A t  the completion o! the course s who have been successtu~ 
in the Final examination will be award of the College 
Diplama in Engineering. They are also eligible for the B,Sc. (Eng.) 
degree of the University of Dublin, 
Studenes holding this Diploma meet the academic requirements for 
Membership of the Institution of Engineers of Ireland. It is also 
widely accepted by Universities irr thland and abroad as meeting 
their academic requirements for entry into post-graduate courses. 
Tuition fee: f53 per academic year payable on enrolment. 
Examination fee: 6 payable in January. 
CjYk EEGNEERNG TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATE COURSE 
This part-time dsy and evening course prepares students for a 
Technician CertificatelDipIoma in CkiE Engineering. Students are 
expected t o  be already suitably employed in a Civil Engineering or 
Construction firm before commencing the course. It is also possible t o  
pursue Stage 1 through one year of full-time study (see cojurse D 4 S )  
before entering employment and then pursue Stage I1 as a part-time 
student over two years as outlined bel~w.  Exmina&ion 
Leaving Certificate or equivalent in five subjects including Mathematics, 
and a Science subject (preferably Physics). 
Stage I-first and Second Years-Intermediate Stage-Subjects : 
Mathematics, Engineering Science, Mechanics, Drawing, Surveying, 
Construction Techndogy and C~rn~piementary S+w&es, 
Exam inat tans 
and Other 
Requirements 
Tuition Fee 
Examination Fee 
Stage Il-Third and Psurth Years-4ertif ltxte Stage-Subjects: Structural 
Design .nd Detailing, Engineering MaterhL ud Laboratory Work, 
Mathsm~a&ks and Carnapastation, C o n s b ~ c d ~ n  Services and Supplies, 
Surveying, PJenning and Adminjstrath, ad6 Cmmpkementary Studies. 
$&age Ill-Fifth and Sixth Years-Diploma Stage. ~ h &  stage 
specialises in Municipal Errgineering. Canadates @re expected t o  be 
employed and gaining suitable ea~18;riienca in this fid.4 and are required 
t o  have passed the Certificate Stage with Credit, a r  have at beaea 
one year's suitable experience tagethar with a Pass Certifiaate, 
Subjects: Mathemeics, Road Engineering, Managamelat Studies, 
Planning and Building Regulations, Hydraulics and Sanitary Services, 
Design and a pdect .  
A t  the end of each year studemts take r, College Examination which 
is mederated by the National Council for Educatimal Awards.. 
f 16.001 per annum payable on enrollment. 
L5 payable in January. 
30 
Entrance 
Requirements 
Coune of Study 
HEATING, VENTLATllNG + AlRCONDlTlONlNG 
TECHNlCWa COIUR§E 
This is a part-time day and evening course intended t o  prepare 
students in suitable employment for the City & Guilds crf London 
examinations in Heating, Ventilating & Airconditioning (Technicians' 
Certificate Coune No. 632). 
(a) Satisfactory completion of the first year of Course D46H or 
Coune D46M; or 
(b) Dept. of Education Intermediate Technological Certificate 
o r  
(c) Leaving Certificate with Honours in Mathematics, Physics and 
Drawing o r  
(d) Qualifications deemed equivalent by the College, 
F i e  Year 
Heating & Hot Water Services, Drawing & Design, Principles of 
Electricity, Mechanics & Mechanics of Fluids, 
Ventilation & Air Conditioning, 
Second Year 
Heat Generation and Boilerhouse Practice, Ventilation & Air 
Conditioning, Heating & Hot Water Services, 
A t  the end of the first year students take the Part I examination 
(No. 6Bi) of the City 8 Guilds of London Institute, and they 
take Part I1 at the end of the second year. 
Fee f l6*00 per annum, 
1 
DIPLOMA ~ O U R S E  BN MOTOR INDUSTRY 
MANlAG EMENT 
This whsletime course prepares students for entry into the many 
and varied respon~ib~le positions in the Motor Industry. The course 
prepares students for the College examinations for the award of a 
Transport Engineering Technician Certificate at the end of two  years' 
study and for the award of the Diploma in Motor Industry 
Management at the end of a further year's stud).. 
The entrance standard is Leaving Certificate o r  equivalent preferably 
with passes in Mathematics, Physics and English, 
Candidates wi l l  be called for interview before being finally accepted 
for admission t o  the course. 
First Year-Automomile Engineering, Heat Engines, Applied Mechanics, 
Drawing, Mathematics, Chemistry, Management Studies and 
Complementary Studies, 
Second Year-Automobile Engineering, Heat Engines, Applied 
Mechanics, Drawing, Mathematics, Management Studies and 
Complementary Studies. 
_. _ .- -- 
< - 
Technological and Technician Course$- - 
Third Year--Automobile Engineering, Mathematics, Motor lndustry 
Management, Fleet Transport Management, Industrid Sociology, 
Accountancy, and a Project. 
Examinat 'h Progress t o  successive years of the course will be an the basis of the 
and Other student's work during the session and success in the College sessional 
Requirements examinations. Only students who successfully complete the Certificate 
stage and who display an aptitude for management will be accepted 
fer the Diploma stage d the course. An ,essential requirement d the 
c w n e  is that students spend 2-3 months of each Summer Vacption 
in suitable emp4oyment in the Motor Industry gaining appropriate 
experience 
Where students are unable t o  arrange Summer employment, the 
Graduate Society of the Institute of the Motor lndustry and the 
College Authorities will assist in their placement for this purpose. . 
' 
Recognition by Students qualifying for the award of the Diploma are eligible for 1 
Professional and full exemptions from the examination requirements of the Institute of 
Other Bodies the Motor Industry. 
Fees Tuition fee: €38 per academic year payable on enrolment. 
Examination fee : €5 payable in January. 
AIRCRAFT TECHNICIANS' COURSE , ' * .  - 
- < 
This course is a three-year sandwich course to train Aircraft 
Technicians for the ICAO Licensed Maintenance Engineers' Licences 
issued by the Department of Transport and Power. Students attend the 
College from September to May inclusive and spend the remainder of 
the year In the Aircraft Industry. 
(a) Intermediate Certificate of the Department of Education 
in suitable subjects; or  
(b) Day Group Certificate of the Department of Education 
in suitable subjects. 
First Year 
French, English, Social Science, Physics, Mechanics, Mathematics, 
Drawing, Chemistry, Workshop Technology, 
Workshop Practice, Aero-Laboratory and PT. 
Sccond Year 
As above except Heat Engines instead of Physics. 
Third Year 
As above together with Materials. + r g @ d  8; 
32 fl 
Technologicsl and Technician ~okrses 
& ;'% 
ExOndnath and Students are required t o  past examinations as follows : 
other ' 
Rquimm(r - (a) A t  the end of the A n t  year the Department of Education Junior 
PI: :; 
Trade Group Certificates and Elementary Stage Technological 
Examinations in Mechanical Engineering. 
(b) A t  the end d the second year-the Department d E d w t b n  
Senior Trade Group Certificate, Intermediate Stage Technalogical 
Examinations in Mechanical Engineering and City and Guilds 
of London Institute Examination in Aeronautical Engineering Practice 
Part I .  
(c) A t  the end of the third yeargothe Department of 
Education Senior Turning and Senior Workshop techndogy and the 
Department of Transport & Power basic L.M.E. Certificate. . - 
Fee €38000 per annum. 
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' ' Technolo&~ical nd Technician Courses 
Examinatim md (a) Students take a College examination at the end of each session 
I other which is moderated by the National Council for Educational Awards. 
Requirements (b) They are required t o  submit a report on their Summer vacation 
training each year and also reports on their project and I 
laboratory work. 
Recognltim by Those who have successfully completed the Certificate Stage of this 
P d e r s i d  course meet the academic requirements for Technician status with 
Bodies the Institution ob Engineers of Ireland, while those who have 
- +  - 
- - -  - 
- w completed the Diploma Stage meet the Technician Engineer level 
- 
w - # -  and can qualify for the non-Corporate Associateship grade of 
membership after they have completed a suitable period of 
1 -  practlical training, 
Fees 
Examination . 
and Othht. 
Requirements 
Reabgnftion by 
Professionid 
Bodies 
Fees 
Tuition fee : €38 per academic year, payable on enrolment. 
Examination fee: €5 payable in January. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGHEER~NG TECHNICIAN' 
CERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA COURSE 
This course prepares students for a Technician Certificate award in 
Environmental Engineering at the end of two years and for a 
Technician Diploma award at the end of a further year of study. 
The students attend the College from the end of September until the I 
end of May each year and they spend the Summer months gaining 
practical experience in Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning I Entrance im ' - '  , - ' - z design in Consulting Engineers' offices and related industry. Requirements 
-. c  - - Entrance First Year--Leaving Certificate or equivalent, with good passes in 
Requirements Mathematics, a Science subject ( preferably Physics), English and two 
other subjects. 
Third Year (Diploma Stage)-Students are expected t o  reach a high 
standard in the Certificate Examination at the end of the second year 
to qualify for admission t o  the third year of the course 
leading t o  the Diploma award. 
Course of Study First Year-Mathematics, Mechanics, Engineering Science, Drawing, 
Workshop Technology, Mechanical Services and Complementary 
I Studies. 
Second Year--Mathematics, Mechanics, Energy Utilisation, 
lnstrumentation and Controls, Environmental Plant, Environmental 
Engineering Design, Lighting Acoustics and Water Services, 
and Complementary Studies. 
Third Year-Mathematics, Power and lostrumentation Systems, 
Complementary Studies, Envirmmental Engineering, Environmental 
Plant Design, Ancillary Services, Pr~cess Plant Technology and a project. I 
f~chnologioaJ and Technician Gour.se$ 
(a) Students take a College examination at the end of each session, 
which is moderated by the National Council for Educational Awards. 
(b) They are required t o  submit a repart on their Summer vacation 
training each year and also reports on their project and 
laboratory work. 
Those who have successfully completed the Certificate Stage of this 
course meet the academic requirements for Tephnician status with 
the Institution of Engineers d I'reland, while those who have 
completed the Diploma Stage are at Technician Engineer level and 
can qualify for the non-Corporate Associateship grade of membership 
after they have campleted a suitable period of practical training, 
Tuition fee : f38 per academic year, payable on enrolment. 
Examination fee: f 5 payable in January, 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICliAN 
CERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA COURSE 
This course prepares students for a Technician Certificate award in 
Mechanical Engineering at the end of two years and for a Technician 
Diploma award at the end of a further year. The students attend the 
College for dght  months each year commencing in September, and they 
spend the Summer period getting practical experience in 
industry, design offices, etc. 
First Yesr-Leaving Certificate or equivalent with good passes in 
Mathematics, a, Science subject (preferably Physics), English and 
two ether subjtcts, 
Third Year (Diploma Stage)-Students are expected t o  reach a high 
standard in the Certificate Examination at the end of the second year 
t o  qualify for admission t o  the third year of the course leading t o  
the Diploma awdd. The Diploma stage is specialised. A t  present two 
options are ofiered-Process Plant or  Manufacturing Technology. 
First Year-Mathematics, Engineering Science, Drawing, Mechanics, 
Engineering Materials, Workshop Technology, lnstrumentation and 
Complementary Studies. 
Second Year-Mathematics, Mechanics, Energy Utilisation, Production 
Techndqgy, Drawing and Design, lnstrumentation and Centrals, 
Engineering Laboratory and Complementary Studies, 
Third Year-Commtm core subjects: Mathematics, Power and 
Instrumentation Systems, Complementary Studies, and Mechanics; with 
Manufacturing Technology, Manufacturing Management and 
Manufacturing Design ( Manufacturing Option) and-Process Plant 
Techndagy I and II, Process Plant Design (,Process Option). Each 
student is also required t o  compl&e a Project. 
Technologicel and Technician Courses 
Examh&bn '2: (a). Students take a College examination at the end of each session, 
and Other which is moderated by the National Council for Educational Awards. -M n 
~ e q u i ~ r m e n b m  (b) They are required t o  submit a report on their industrial training 6 
' 
each year and also reports on their Project and laboratory work. . 
R?pgnition by Those who have successfully completed the Certificate Stage d t h i b j  
~ m f c s s i h ~  ' course meet the academic requirements for Technician status with - 
B e g  " ?.,,if oiw the Inst~itution of Engineers of Ireland, while those who have 
completed the Diploma Stage are at Technician Engineer level and bsti 19v .11  3 3 * can qualib far the non-Corporate Associateship grade of membership 
+ = : ' d 2 ' : , r g ~ f  ?E 13 5 
after they have completed a suitable period of pract id  training. 
.g~ynim% 1;- ' .. . 
Fees ,, , Tuition fee : fj8 per academic year, payable on enrolment 
Examination fee: €5 payable in_ January, 
HECHANECAL ENGINEERING TECHNCIIAN COURSE 
' . I  I 
Techndlogicel and ~echnician Courses 
SHORT COURSE PROGRAMML&, 
.*.3!fl:* ;*r t4€{ / L:.L., 7 3 ~ r ~ r  I d 1  
:'., : , < I  A series olf 2-5 day short courses on modern developments 
, in Engineering Technology will be orqanised at different 
stages during the session, These will include:- ? ? 
- " -1 m 
, ) A  4 , # A  rn irc i c a i a a a  & (a) Low Cost  automation;*^ ,m 
--  
" tm (b) ~ ~ u i d  power; I t_-  I~ .'a+&. 
rn w*~d&i5 
m (c) Maintenance Management Technique&,,d q n M  
' 5  L- !.AC, (d) Modern Production Methods; 
This parotime day course is intended t o  prepare suitaMe students for 
-.. ..*he City & Guilds of London examinations for Mechanical Eng ineer In~~ 
i r dl'echnicians (255). The course is for technicians and drauphtsmen . ,'*, 
. ' .  
engaged in the following types of employment : 
. 1.2 - ? - 
Machine Tool Operation, jig & Tool Design, Engineering iz., 
Productidn and Design Draughtsmen. 
.'I . 
Entrance Elementary Stage ~echnolo~ical  Certificate of the Department d 
Requirements Education examinations in Mechanical Engineering, Leaving -J 
Certificate or full endorsement in Final Craft Certificate with ~ ~ P J H  
-lava, 53nm ~3 suitable craft background. 
, ,, - 
C o u n e  study ~int ~ e a E '  
aT'gn,owr Workshap P gineering D ~ w i n g  and Material* 
..,+ qw,aya ,A ,$n&h!ering Science, Mathematics, ~enera l  Studiesdp, : . - . 1 1  
c ~ d o i ~ & m f  -.,---e+ + - ' #  T L -  
and Third Ymrs 
Ln,.,~ti29t4 ' 3 yi: 
a ~dj~f l : !  Science and Mathematics, Drawing and ~ a t k d a  s rrrduction " w' 
_ 
Technology and General Studie --- ----- - ---. .----.w - %uiz + m m e ~ q - ~ ,  ;  - - 
r n a i t ~ ~ r t b ~ ~  sad " b i d i ,  ' 7 4 "  . 
'"03 b ~ ~ ~ r o d u c t i o n  Technology, Mathematics and. Statistics, .Metrology 
- ,$nd Management studies. . . 
"' .. ,.i *,  .. , .,, , . a ,  
~t ttbe end of thk fi*tvieai b&;"&%aki'ihi~part' I'earnination of 
the City & Gtiilds of+London Institute No. 255, Part' II at the end of the 
third year, and Part Ill at the en6 d the fourth yeqr, 
I .  r d  
' a  f 16'-00 per anrrum. 
(e) New Developments in Welding Technology. 
(f) Fuel Technol~gy, 
(g) Fire Safety. . 
, '  I 
(h) CPllO and Structural Design. 
( j )  New Materials. 
TRADE COURSES 
I 
Trade Courses 
Duration of 
course 
Subjects 
The courses we fw zppiiwttIc& and ywng jaumefmen in the 
Engineering Trades. Every facility is given t o  students who wish t o  enter 
for the Trade Certificate Examinations of the Department of , 
Education or of the City 8: caadt of t b n h  Institute. 
The examinations are con&cte# icr 4he Cdlege at the end of the 
session. The courses are based on the examination syllabusb 
of these bodies. Generally, students r k e  the Junior: Stage of the Trade 
Certificate Examinations of the Department d Education after two 
yeqn' i n s t r u i t i ~  and the Senior Stage after r further two years. - 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING 
The Department of Education Trade Certificates. 
Block Release Course of 11 weeks of 35 hours each week. 
Garage Practice, Motor Workshop Practice, Motor Vehicle Theory, 
Motor Vehicle Science and Electricity, Mathematics and Craft 
Calculations, Technical Drawing, General Studies, Physical Education. 
Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate. 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING 
The Department of Education Trade Certificate, Junior Stage, with 
endorsements and 
The City and Guilds of London lnstitute Motor Vehicle Mechanics 
Certificate (380) Part I. 
Duration of 2 years of 38 weeks each year. 
courre 
Attendance 1 day (7 hours) and 2 evenings (6 hours) each week. 
Subjects Motor Vehicle Technology, Momr Vehicle Electricity, 
Engineering Science, Mathematics, Technical Drawing, Garage and 
Motor Workshop Practice, General Studies, 
Entrance Day Vocation4 Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate. 
Q u a l k a t h s  
Duration of 
Course 
Subjects 
Entrance 
Qualifications 
Objective of 
Course 
Duration d 
Cwrse 
Attendance 
Subjects 
Entrance 
Requirements 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING 
The City & Guilds of London lnstitute Mator Vehicle Mechanics' 
Certificate (381) Part Il-Light and Heavy Vehicle Mechanics and 
Department of Education Senior Motor Trade Certificate with 
endorsement subjects, 
2 years of 38 weeks each year. 
A more advanced treatment of the subjects included in the 
Part 1 (380) course (DIW). 
(380) Part I C & G Certificate or Department of Education Junior 
Trade Certificate. 
MOTOR VEHICLE TECHNICIANS-PART-TIME 
This course prepares students who successfully complete Course Dl27 
and pass the Elementary Techn.ological Certificate examination of 
the Department of Education. 
Department of Education lntermediate and Advanced Technological 
Certificates (Motor Car Engineering) and City and Guilds of London 
Motor Vehicle Technicians Certificate (390), Parts I and II. 
Studetlts of the course will also take the Department of Education 
Senior Trade Certificate. 
38 weeks each year for 2 years. 
I 
1 day (7 hours) and 2 evenings (6 houn) per week. 
Motor Car Engineering, Engineering Science, Automobile Electricity, 
Mathematics, Machine Drawing and Construction, General Studies 
including English, Garage and Motor Workshop Practice, 
Laboratory (Engineering). 
Department of Education Junior Trade Certificate and 
Elementary Technological Certificate, 
MOTOR VEHICLE PARTSMEN 
The City and Guilds of London Institute Motor Vehicle Parts 
Certificate (381 ) Part 11. 
Duration of 
C o u m  
Subjects 
2 years part-time day and evening course (9 hours per week). 
Parts Merchandising, Commercial Practice and Office Procedures, 
Stores Administration, Motor Vehicle Knowledge, 
General Studies including English. 
Entrance (380) Part I of the Certificate. 
QmrlifIfications 
I 
Trade Courses 
MOTOR VEHICLE ELECTRKlANS 
The City and Guilds of London lnstitute Motor Vehicle Electricians' 
Certificate (381 ) Part II. 
Duration of 2 years part-time day and evening course (9 hours per week). 
Course 
Subjects Motor Vehicle Technology; Motor Vehicle Electricity; Engineering 
Science and Mathematics; Technical Drawing; 
Electrical Workshop Practice; General Studies. 
D 140. 
Objective 
Dumth 
C ~ u r s s  
Subjects 
E l m m e  
Qud i f i d iens  
Entrance (380) Part I of the Certificate. 
Quditficatims 
AUTO-ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
Department of Education Advanced Motor Car Engineering 
Technological Certificate and the 390 Part t l l  City & Guilds of 
London Institute Motor Vehicle Technicians' Full 
Technological Certificate. 
Duration of 1 year part-time day (7 hours) and 2 evenings (61 hours) each week 
Course for 38 weeks. 
Subjects Motor Car Engineering, Automobile Electricity, Heat Engines, 
Applied Mechanics, Garage Organisation and Management. 
Entrance Department of Education Intermediate Motor Car Engineering 
Quallficatlons Technological Certificate (3 subjects) or  the 390 City & Guilds of 
London lnstitute Parts I and II Certificate. 
Fee 1E16.00 per annum. 
En tmce  
QudificaRims 
Objective 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING 
Refresher courses. Short courses of 3 days' duration on modern 
developments and techniques in  the industry for qualified motor 
mechanics. 
FlTTING AND TURNBNG 
Department of Education f rade Certificate (Senior Stage only). 
Two years of day release ( 1  day each week). 
r .  
Woirhhop Practice and Workshop Technology. , 
Department of Education Junior Trade Certificate or  equivalent. 
FITTING AND TURNING 
Department of Education' Junior and Senior Trade Certificates with 
endorsements. 
Four years of block release (11 weeks each year). 
Workshop Practice, Workshop Technology, Mathematics'and Craft 
Calculations, Physical Education, Technical Drawing, General Studies, 
Engineering Science, 
Day Vocational Group Certificate or  lntermediate Certificate or 
equivalent. , 
MECHANKAL ENGCNEERIING MAINTENANCE 'OR 
WCHlNfiNG 
Mechanical Engineering Machining and Mechanical Engineering 
Maintenance Graft Studies Course No, 205 Pa'rt Ill of the City and 
Guilds of London Institute. 
One year of day release (1 day each week). 
Workshop Laboratory and Workshop Technology. 
Department of Education Senior Trade Certificate with Mathematics 
o r  Engineering Science endorsemenr or City and Guilds Mechanical 
Engineering Craft Studies Course No. 2015 Part II o r  equivalent. 
AERONAUTECAL ENGlNEERllNG CRAFT STUDIES 
This is a one-year course requiring attendance of one day and two 
evenings ( 13 hours) weekly per session. This course is designed t o  
prepare students for the Part I of the City and Guilds' examinations 
in Aeronautical Engineering Craft Studies. 
En tmce  Day Vocational Group Certificate, Intermediate Certificate or  
Requlirernents equivalent and be employed in the Aeronautical Engineering Industry. 
Fee f16 per annum. 
Trade Courses School of Printing + Book Production 
D 154A. AERONAUTBCAL ENGINEERING CRAFT STUDIES ( M c a l )  i 
D 154B. AERONAUTIGAL ENGtiNEERliNG CRAFT STUDIES 
(Avimb) 
The above caunes are designed t o  prepare students for Part II of 
the C'ity and Guilds Examinations in Aeronautical Engineering Craft 
Studies (Course No. 2018). Students may specialise in Mechanical 
Engineering or Avionics, Classes are held on one day and two 
evenings per week. 
Entmce Part 1 City and Guilds Aero ~n~ inee r i - n~  Craft Studies, 
Requirements 
Fee €16 per annum. 
The School provides courses at technological, technician and 
apprentice level in the following disciplines : 
COMPOSING 
The Composing Department covers the requirements of the Department 
of Education Syllabus up to Senior level and of the City and Guilds 
Advanced Certificate Syllabus. The curriculum includes instruction 
in Theory, Practice, Typographic Design, Mechanical Composition, Photo- 
composition including filmsetting and make-up, Applied 
Science, Liberal Studies and Irish. 
PHOTOTYPOGRAPHY 
Courses in this section are for re-training compositors in the 
latest composing techniques in Film Assembly and Photo Headliner 
display setting. 
There are also keyboard conversion courses on the IBM Composition System, 
combined with Photo Headliner display setting and paper make-up 
techniques. -wrq -ign~ 
mn%^mnr(r 
LETTERPRESS MACHINE PRINTING 
The Letterpress Department covers the requirements of the Department 
of Education Syllabus up t o  Senior level and of the City and 
Advanced Certificate Syllabus, The equipment includes a wide variety of 
handfed and automatic platens, automatic cylinder presses and a two-colour 
sheet-fed-rotary, Various types of anti set ofF spray are in use and a wide 
variety of ancillary aids dnd measuring instruments are provided, 
including pre-make read3 equipment, mechanical overlays; a precision 
proofing press and a duplex register table. The curriculum includes instruction 
in Theory, Practice, Applied Science, Liberal Studies and Irish. 
LITHOGRAPHY AND PHOTO LITCCOGRAPIHY 
The Lithographic Department covers the requirements of the Department 
of Education Syllabus up t o  Senior level and of the City and Guilds 
Guilds Advanced Certificate Syllabus. The course provides a sound training 
in Photolithographic platemaking, step and repeat work and offset 
printing. It includes instruction in the Theory and Practice of Platemaking 
and Press operation, Applied Science and Liberal Studies, 
BOOKBINDING AND PRINT FlNlSHlNG 
The Bookbinding Department coven the requirements of the Department 
of Education Syllabus up t o  Senior level and of the City and Guilds 
Advanced Certificate Syllabus. The course provides experience in hand 
and mechanised bookbinding, finishing and print finishing processes and 
includes instruction in technical Theory and Practice, Applied Printing, 
Applied Science, Design and Liberal Studies. 
Fee 
HNlClAN COURSES 
. - Li TRAINING FOR ADMINMRATIVE STAFF 
This course is intended for those engaged in the administrative 1 
side of printing with a view t o  preparing them for higher 
administrativeaposts in the industry. 
The age group for trainees is between 18 and 24 years, and the 
minimum educational qualification required is the Department of 
Education Leaving Certificate. 
The course occupies three years and attendance for one day and 
two evenings each week is required. 
Year One ti 
Principles of Accounts, Structure of Commerce, Office Practice, $ 
Practical appreciation of the technique? of the work of hand and 
mechanical composing; Bookbinding and Print Finishing; Fi 
- I  - Graphic Reproduction; General Technical Knowledge. , 
': 
Year Two 
Printing M c e  Procedure, Practical appreciation of the techniques 
of letterpress machine printing, photo-litho platemaking and I c 7, ; 
offset lithographic printing; photo-compo~sition, typewriter composition, L'", 
film and paper make-up; Cost Accountancy for Printers, Estimating '" ' 
for Printers, Production Planning. 
Yesr Three 
Industrial Law, Work Study, Communications in Industry, Principles 
of Management, Financial Accounting, C a t  Accountancy for 
Printers, Estimating for Printers, Business Organisation, 
Production Planning. 
Fee €16.00 per annum. 
BUSINESS STUDIES bN PRDNTING 
FOUNDATlQN COURSE 
This course is designed to provide instruction for persons taking up 
employment in an administrative capacity in the printing industry. The 
syllabus will cover the practice and technique of composition 
printing, print finishing, estimating and costing procedures. 
The course will commence on 10th January and terminate on 26th 
March, 1977. It will involve attendance at the College for thirty-five 
hours per week, a f38 per annum. 
m al * 
h 
TRADE COURSES 
These courses are for apprentices and young journeymen in the Printing, 
Bookbinding and Process Engraving Trades. Every facility Is given t o  
students who wish to enter for the Trade Certificate Examinations of 
the Department of Education or of the City %I Guilds of London 
Institute. These examinations are condhcted in the College at the and 
of the session. The courses are based on the qxa,mination syllabuses 
of these bodies. Generally, students take the Junior Stage of the Trade,: 
Certificate Examinations of the Department of Education 
after one year's instruction, the lntermediate stage after two years' 
instruction, and the Senior Stage after three years. 
LETTERPRESS MACHINE PRINTING 
( Block-release course) . 
Consecutive courses of 12-13 weeks* duration for 
apprentices. During each course the apprentices attending 
complete a stage of the Department of Education's syllabuses for 
the Junior, lntermediate and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations 
in Letterpress Machine Work. An examination in each stage is set by 
the Department of Education at the conclusian of  each course. 
COMPOSING 
(Block-release Course) 
Consecutive courses of 12-13 weeks' duration for 
apprentices. During each course the apprentices attending 
complete a stage of the Department of Education's syllabuses for the 
Junior, lntermediate and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations in 
Composing. An examination in each stage is set by the 
Department of Education at the conclusion of each course. 
BOOKBINDING 
(Block-release Course) 
A block-release course of 12-13 weeks* duration for 
apprentices, During each ca"urse, the apprentices 
attending complete a stage of the Department of Education's syllabuses 
for the Junior, lntermediate and Senior Trade Certificate 
examinations in Bookbinding. An examination in each stage is set 
by the Department of Education at the conclusion of each course. 
LITHOGRAPHY AND PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY 
(Block-release Course) 
Consecutive courses of 121-1 3 weeks* duration for 
apprentices. During each course the apprentices attending 
compiete a stage of the Department d Education's syllabus for the 
junior, lntermediate and Senior Trade Certificates Examination in 
Lithography and Photo-Lithegraphy Work. An examination in each 
stage is set by the Department of Education at the 
conclusion of each course. 
School of Trades I Trade Cowses 
ARCHDEVAL STUDIES 4 
A one-year course designed t o  cover aspects of book production and 
printing for students of the Diploma in Archteval Studies Course 
in U.C.D. Students attend en two mornings per week, 
416 per annum. 
F M  ASSEMMY AND PHOTOCOWOSONG 
This is a full-time course of 7 weeks duration for trainees from 
industry, at the end of which a certificate examination is taken. 
The course coven all aspects of Film Assembly both practical and 
theory. 
Fee f38.00 per annum. 
PAPER PASTE-UP AN,D PHOTO HEADLINER DISPLAY 
TECHNIQUES 
Course for nightworkers (compositors and senior apprentices). 
Duratien of course is 13 weeks with attendance for 3 
hours on one afternoon per week. Course content is the 
same as E195. 
Fee €6.00 per annum. 
ADVANCED LINOTYPE, CNTERTYPE AND 
TELETYPESETTING 
An intensive post-apprenticeship course in practical training for 
craftsmen. Held on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 
from 3.30 t o  7.36 p.m. 
Course commences on 17th January and terminates on 25th March, 
1977, 
Fee L16.00 - - 
- 
8 ,  . 
7, -
Part-time day and evening classes for apprentices, craftsmen, 
and technicians actually engaged in the construction, furniture, vehicle 
building, and metal fabrication industries. 
DAY CLASSES 
Courses (D101-D153) are organised for apprentices in the industries 
referred to above mainly on a day release basis. The students are 
released from work, by their respective employers, t o  attend classes an 
one full day weekly. The various courses lead, over a period of 
four years, t o  the Senior Trade Tests (Theory & Practice) of the 
Department of Education and the relevant examinations of the 
City and Guilds of London Institute. Opportunities are available for 
students to proceed to further courses on completion of their 
apprenticeship. 
Technician courses, involving attendance on one full day and two evenings 
weekly, are offered t o  suitably qualified persons engaged in the 
Construction Industry. Course D153A prepares students for the 
Plumbing Technicians* Certificate (Parts I & II) No. 631 of the 
City and Guilds of London. 
EVENING COURSES 
Evening Trade Courses, mainly at the more advanced levels, 
are organised on the basis of attendance of two evenings weekly. 
Provision is made for students t o  take the relevant trade tests. 
The School also provides a comprehensive course in Building 
Construction and associated subjects for those engaged in the 
Construction Industry. The course content is based on the syllabus 
of the Department of Education Technological Examinations in 
Building at Elementary, Intermediate and Advanced levels. 
DAY COURSES 
PART-TME DAY RELEASE CLASSES FOR APPRENTICES 
DlCh1. Bricklaying. 
D 102. Plastering. 
D 105. Painting and Decorating. 
DlO7. Vehicle Building. 
Dl@. Vehicle Trimming. 
D l  1 1. Cabinetmaking. 
Dl I 1A. Furniture Making, 
D l  12. Upholstery, 
D 11 3. Woodfinishing. 
D121. Carpentry and Joinery, 
D122. Woodcutting Machinists' Work, 
D143. Welding. 
D 149, Sheetmetal Work. 
D 150. Metal Fabrication. 
BLOCK RELEASE CLASSES FOR APPRENTTCES 
D145, Foundry Work. 
D151. Plumbing/Heating Fitting, 
PLUMBNG TECHNKIANS 
Subjects of the course include Hot and Cold Water Systems, 
Domestic Central Heating, Gas Supply Installations, Sanitation m d  
Drainage, Rodwork and Weathering, Plumbing Drawing 
and Design, Mechanics of Fluids, Measurements and Specifications, 
Site Procedures. 
EnW (a) Senior Trade Certificate, Leaving Certificate o r  equivalent dd 
Qudincstions (b) Appropriate employment in the Construction Industry. 
TuiCbbn Fee f 16-00 per annum. 
EVENING COURSES 
School of Architecture, Surveying 
+ Building 
E4, PROFESSONAL COUR!X IN SURVEYbNG AND 
CONSTRUCTDN STUDIES 
This is a three-year, two-stage evening link course t o  enable students 
who hold Intermediate Level qualifications in the construction and 
surveying fields t o  progress to full professional qualifications of the 
appropriate institution. 
Students may attend classes up t o  five evenings per week depending 
on their select'icrn of subjects. 
Entry N.C.E.A. Diploma in Construction Studies, H.B.T.C., L,I.O,B,, 
QuaMieatians Part 1 R.I.C.S., Part 1 1,Q.S. 
Fee Ll 1 -per annum. 
E9A. 
Fee 
E9Ba 
Fee 
FYMBTOGR~METWY AND CARTOGRAPHY 
This is a one-year evening course involving attendance for nine hours 
per week for twenty-two weeks. The course is open t o  people 
emplayed in Cartography and will cover modern methods of 
Surveying and Map Production. 
€1 1 per annum. 
MllNE SURVEYPNG 
This is a one-year evening course involving attendance for nine hours 
per week for twenty-two weeks. The course is open to people 
employed in Mining and will cover modern methods d surveying 
rdated t o  Mining. 
&11 per annum. 
1 E9C BUILDIING MANAGEMENT 
This is a one-year course involving attendance for nine hours per 
week for twenty-mo weeks. The course is confined t o  persons who 
have held positions of responsibility in the building field for at 
least two years. 
€1 1 per annum. 
- = ,  . m .  - -  
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GRADUATE COURSES IN ENGINEERING 
A 4year course t o  prepare students for the examinations olf 
Professional Engineering bodies including 
( 1 ) lnstitution of Engineen of Irdand, 
(2) Council of Engineering Institutions (CEI) and its constituent 
bodies including:- 
(a) The Institute of Mechanical Engineers; 
(b) The lnstitute of Production Engineers; 
(c) The Institute of Fuel; 
(d) The Institute of Structural Engineers; 
(e) The lnstitute of Municipal Engineers. 
Courses are offered for both Part I and Part I1 stages provided there 
are sufficient applicants of a suitable educational standard. 
Part I, Some or all of the following subjects may be offered: 
Mathematics, Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Electrotechnics, 
Properties of Materials and Presentation of Engineering information. 
Part 11, Depending on demand the following subjects 
may be overed: The Engineer in Society; Mechanics and 
Properties of Materials, Fluid Mechanics, Structural Analysis, 
Structural Design, Thermodynamics, Operations Research and possibly 
other subjects, Students are required t o  complete a laboratory 
programme as part d this stage, 
Full details of the syllabus and examination regulations are 
contained in CEI Statement No. 10 available from the Council of 
Engineering Institutions, 2 Little Smith Street, London SWl. Price 50p. 
Before entry applicants must meet the requirements 
of the appropriate lnst i t~t~ ion for Student Membership, They are 
urged t o  make early application t o  the lnstitution because it may 
take several months t~ process and it is not possible to sit the 
examination until this has been completed. Generally the 
requirements for the CEI are Advanced Level GCE in Mathematics and 
Physics and Ordinary Level GCE in English and two other subjects, . 
The requirement for student membership of the lnstitution of 
Engineers of Ireland is Leaving Certificate with Honours or  
GCE Advanced Level in Mathematics and a suitable Science subject . 
together with four Ordinary Level subjects including English. 
Certain Technician qualifications also meet the educational 
requirements for student membership and may give'exemption from 
all or  some subjects in Part I,' Details are available from the 
appropriate Institutim. 
Fee f 11 *00 per annum. 
Ordinary Level 
Advanced Level 
Technological end Technician Courses 
This is a one-year advanced course intended for rhore who wish t o  
prepre tor the Part Ill Design emmination of the Institution of 
Strumr8l Enpineen. Depending on demand there may be options in 
Steel or Concrete Design, 
Fee €1 1 -00 per annum. 
GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION (GCE) COURSE 
These are intended for students who have not reached the required 
standard of entry into Professional and Higher Level Technician Courses. 
The following subjects may be offered : 
English, Additional Pure Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry. The 
entrance standard is Leaving Certificate or Department of Education 
Elementary Techndqical Certificate In Mechanical Engineering 
including Mathematics w equivalent. 
The following subjects may be offered : 
Pure Mathematics and Physics. 
The entrance standard is Leaving Certificate Honours or GCE 
Ordinary level in the appropriate subjects. 
Fee per mnum: 
€6 for one subject. 
€1 1 for two or more subjects. 
Technological end Technician Courses Teottndogjcal and Technician Courses 
TECHNOLOGICAL CERTIFICATE COURSE 1N 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
This coune is intended t o  prepare students for the Certificate 
examinations of the Department of Education in Mechanical 
Engineering as follows: 
A t  the end of the Second year-Elementary Stage. Subjects: Maths, 
Mechanics. Heat, Drawing. 
A t  the end of the Third year-Intermediate Stage. Subjects: Maths, 
Mechanics, Heat Engines, Drawing. 
A t  the end of the Fourth year-Advanced Stage. Subjects: Maths, 
Mechanics, Heat Engines, Drawing. 
The entrance requirements are Department of Education Intermediate 
Certificate o r  Day Group Certificate with passes in Mathematics, 
English and a Science subject, Students with Leaving Certificate which 
includes a pass in Mathematics and a Science subject may enter the 
course at the third year stage. 
Fee f 11 -00 per annum. 
Subjects 
CIVIL ENGINE ERlNG TECHNICIANS' CERTIFICATE 
COURSE 
This is a four-year evening coune to  prepare students in  suitable 
employment for a Civil Engineering Technicians' Certificate. 
It parallels Course D43C and Course D46C and follows a similar 
syllabus. The entrance requirement is Leaving Certificate or  GCE in 
five subjects including Mathematics or  equivalent qualifications. 
First & Second Years 
Maths, Mechanics, Engineering Science, Drawing, Construction 
Technology, Surveying and Complementary Studies. 
Third & Fourth Years 
Structural Design and Detailing, Engineering Materials. Surveying, 
Mathematics and Computation, Planning and Administration, 
Construction Services, Complementary Studies, 
Tuition Fee f 11 -00 per annum payable on enrolment. 
!v!ECHANEAL ENGlNEERHG TECHNlClANb COURSE 
This is a four-year evening course t o  prepare students in  suitable 
employment for a Mechanical Engineering Certificate. It parallels 
Course D4M and follows a similar syllabus. The entrance 
requirement is Leaving Certificate o r  G.C.E. in  five subjects, o r  the 
Senior Trade Certificate with endorsements, o r  equivalent qualifications. 
First & Sesond Ymrs 
Mathematics, Engineering Science, Drawing, Mechanics, Engineering 
Materials, Workshop Technology, Instrumentation and Complementary 
Studies, 
TMrd & Fourth Years 
Mathematics, Mechanics, Energy Utilioation, Production Technology, 
Drawing and Design, lnstrumentation and Contrds, Engineering 
Labratory and Complementary Studies. 
TuiCibn Fee f 1 1 per annum payable on enrolment. 
Examination Fee f 5 payable in January. 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERCNG DESIGNfDETAILING 
This is a threeyear coune intended for those who are employed 
in structural drawing offices and wish t o  prepare for Parts 
I, I1 and Ill of the City & Guilds Structural Engineering Course 
No. 630. The entrance requirement is Leaving Certificate or  
equivalent. 
F i n t  Year 
Mathematics, Science and Mechanics, Materials, Structural 
Detailing, Construction Pmnice. 
Second Year 
Structural Theory, Design and Detailing of Structural Elements, 
Construction Practice, 
Exmimation Fee f5 payable in January. 
Fee €1 1-00 per annum. 
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Technological: and Technician Cdursei Teuhnoloojc~l and Technician Courses 
This is a four-year evening course t o  prepare students in suitable 
employment for a neatin; and venti~it inh Technician Certificate. It 
parallels Course D46H' and f d l o m  a similar syllabus. The entrance 
standard is Leaving Certificate in five subjects including Mathematics 
or Seniar Trade Certificate with endorsements or equivalent 
I Ell. I -  2 L d u :  ENGJNIEERONG WORKS MANAGERS' COURSE 
This two-year evening course Is intended For engineering technicians 
and trainee engineering works managers. 
Entrance Students should have reached the Leaving Certificate standard of 
Requirements general education and be suitably employed as managers or 
supervisors in industry. 
Sub/- First & Sdnmd Years 
I Course of Study First Year I Production Analysis I, Economic Analysis, Organisation Analysis, 
Fees 
Mathematics, Mechanics, Engineering Science, Drawing, Workshop 
Technology, Mechanical Services and Complementary Studies. 
ThM & Fourth Years 
Mathematics, Mechanics, Energy Utilization, Instrumentation and 
Contrds, Environmental Plant, Environmental Engineering Design, 
Lighting Acoustics and Water Services, and Complementary Studies. 
Tu i t 'h  Fee f 11 per annum payable on enrolment. 
E x m i n a t h ~  Fee €5 payable in January. 
E44. MOTOR INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT COURSE 
This is a tweyear evening course t o  prepare students for the Final 
Associate Membership Examlnations (External) d the Institute of the 
Motor Industry. Classes are held on two evenings per week for 30 
weeks each year. 
Subjects Motor Industry Law. 
Motor Industry Management. 
Motor lndustry Accountancy. 
Motor lndustry Administration and Organiration 
(Service Department, Parts Department or Vehicle Sales). 
Entrance Department of Education Advanced Motor Car Engineering 
Qualifications Technological Qnificate or the City and Guilds of London Institute 
Motor Vehicle Technicians Certificate Parts I and 11 (390). 
Fee f 11 000 per annum. 
Statistics. 
Second Year 
Production Analysis II, Industrial Finance and Accounting, Psychology 
and Sociology, Industrial Relations. 
Examination Students must pass a college examination at the end of each year. 
and Other The examination is moderated by the Institute, d Works Managers. 
Requirements Those who successfully complete the course will be exempt from the 
Certificate Examination requirements of the lnstitution of Works 
Managers and hence can qualify for Graduate Membership of that body. 
Students are required t o  apply for student membership of the 
Institution within one month d enrolling for the Course. 
Fee f 11 -00 per annum plus an1 examination fee of approximately 
ELO.001 payable t u  the 1,W.M. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN COURSE 
This is a four-year evening course t o  prepate students for the Part I 
and Part II examinations of the City & Guilds Institute for Mechanical 
Engineering Technicians Course (255). stud en^ should have a 
suitable craft background and hold the Elementary Technological 
. 'Certificate in Mechanical Engineering, CCE, Leaving Certificate or 
equivalent. 
. The course of study is as set out for C ~ u n e  D47 which is the 
, parallel course operating by day. 
Fee f 11 .OC) per annum. 
\ 
TechnologicaE and Technician Courser Technobgical and Technician Courses 
DOMESTIC HEATING ENGINEERS' COURSE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING COURSE 
Department of Education Technological Certificate 
(Motor Car Engineering). 
This two-year evening coune prepares students for the examination 
of the Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers. Successful candidates 
will be eligible for entry t o  the Institute as Associate Members. 
The course is available only t o  those who are employed at a 
suitable level in the heating industry. 
Duration d 5 years evening (9 hours per week). 
Course 
Course Two evenings per week over two years. 
Subjects Motor Car Engineering. 
Engineering Science and Mathematics. 
Automobile Electricity. 
Engineering Laboratory. 
General Studies including English, 
Drawing and Sketching. 
I Entrance (a) Leaving Certificate or equivalent including Mathematics and Requirements Physics; o r  I t (b) Senior Trade Certificate in Plumbing; or 
(c) Heating and Ventilating Craft Certificate Entmce Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate with 
QYditfications Honours in certain specified subjects. 
Fee L11*00 per annum, 
In appropriate cases applicants with approved practical experience 
may enrol at the discretion of the Callege. 
Those who fail t o  satisfy the above requirement may be admitted t o  a 
Preliminary Course of one year's duration. 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMUING 
Heat Transfer ; Combustion and Controls ; Heating Systems 
and Equipment. This is a two-year course in which students are prepared for the 
City & Guilds Examination No. 746, 
(Basic Certificate Computer Programming.) Fee €1 1 *00 per annum. 
Entrance Leaving Certificate with Commercial sr Industrial experience. 
QualEflcatiens 
Fee f 1 1 -00 per annum. 
FIRE ENGINEERING COURSE 
This is a twa-year course which prepares students for the 
Graduateship examinations of the Institution of Fire Engineers. 
*Leaving Certificate or equivalent standard and employment 
as a Fire Officer. 
REFRIGERATION ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
This is a two-year coune for Technicians employed in the refrigeration 
engineering industry. Suitable students are prepared for the 
257 City & Guilds d London Institute examinations in Science and 
Technology of Refrigeration, The subjects of instruction are : 
Science, Refrigeration Processes and Machinery, and Drawing. 
Science, Fireground Operations and Equipment, 
Fire Prevention and Protection, 
Fee f 11 000 per annum. 
39 
Fee L1l060 per annum, 
TechnallogicaE and Techniciam Courses 
EM. PROCESS PBN7 DESIGN I E48. ARCRAFT TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
E l l & a n ~ ~  
Queli- 
Fee 
Entrance 
Qurd8ficaths 
Fee 
Entrance 
Requbwnmts 
Fee 
This is a une-year course for process plant desigrl and piping 
draughtsmen who have already successfully completed an appropriate 1 
technician course. The course will involve attendance on two evenings 
per week for the session, I Dlardm 
I 
This course provides instruction far personnel employed in the 
aircraft back-up facility areas, e.g. Stores, Purchasing Supplies, 
Pmgress Chasing, Method Study and Work Study, 
It is a one-year coune requiring attendance an two evenings per 
week, 
Suitable engineering technician qualification or equivalent. Employment in the Aviation Industry. 
f 1 1 per annum. f a  -* f l 1  per annum. 
U 
QUALITY CONTROL TECHNWANS CERTIFICATE &' - -my--rn 
This is a one-year course for those who already possess an engineering 1 E51. PROWCCK)N PLANNtNG COURSE (LATA) 
technician or related qualification and wish t o  acquire greater eJ This course pmvides instruction for personnel employed in the ' 
experrise in  quality control, The course will be geared towams Planning Department d the Aeronautical Industry. The course c w e n  
the C'ity and Guilds Certificate Nu. 743 in Quality Control. Aircraft Organisation and Practice, Aircraft Operational and 
- = Pmd'u~onTechnology. 
Suitable engineering technician qualification or  equivalent, 
: P m w d  employed in ~ l a a d j n ~  Dq,artnaenu in the Industry, or  
f 1 I per annum. Reqdmmmtt hqlders of the City and Guilds Course 2%, P'arr I'l. 
. . 
I &Cd 3 evenin* per week (296 hours pl j. 70 b u r s  Aerenautica~ ~ ra je i h ) .  : 
This is a four-year evening course to prepare students in suitable €1 1 per annum, 
: ; f emplolyment for a Welding Technicians' Certificate. The entrance 
standard is Leaving Certificate in five subjects including Mathematics, 
or Seniur Trade Certificate with endorsements as equivalent : 'WN'TENAW(=E'ENGI~NE;EFS EEEtWES & THE DEPARTMENT OF TRNWWRT m w E R  qualifications. 
E52A. 'A' LEKE--~.A.c. 1-TI ' ' '. The first two years are common with c o u m  E43M.- 
~ 5 2 ~ .  'A' UCENCE-B~W 5.f2a' , . , : $ , . , % Y  Thfird and h r t h  Yeam 'm.9  
Mathematics, Mechanics, Welding Design, Welding Technology I and II, E52C. 'A+ ixEffcE4P737 
Wdding Labaratory, Weld'ing Inspection and Specifications and E5W. 'A' LKENCEcR74T 
Camplementary Studies. EQE. 'A' L E E M C F A  1a 
FWHT DISPATCHER. (Flight Operations Officer) 
This 'course prwidbs instruction in Air ~egklat$+, Meteorology 
Navigatian, Technical, Cammunications, Simulated Instrument 
Flight, Air Traffic Control, and Flight Dispatching far personnel 
wishing t o  take the F.A.A./i.C.A.O. Wight Dispatcher ( flight 
Operations O.fFicer) examinations, 
One year, two evenings per week. 
Employed' in Air Traffic Control uperations. 
€11 per annum. WF 'a%- 
$e9 w .81: w JTO ~ R E O  0 4 :  ; 
' C L I C E M , D & W W  ,ll. - I  
' C  LIcENCE-f' & W jT92) - . .? 
'C' L E t E N C f k W  8 0 Y G . q E Y  
,; p . ; 
' C  U Q N + R ~ ~  RQWF C~NTINEN~AL 150 %. 
'C <LKtENCE+?/~. GBY MqJOR ' 
'X' W E N C E - R N ~ W T S  ' 
'X' LICENCE-EZECTRCAL 
'X' LKENCT-WkMO . 
' X  UCEMiCEaADlO (RADAR WDORSMENT) 
 technologic^/ and Technician Courses 
The abwe courses provide instruction for Aircraft Maintenance 
Engineers, wishing t o  take the appropriate licence examinations of 
the Department d Transport and Paver, The courses are olf one 
year's duration requiring attendance on two evenings per week. 
1 1  E.nSnmce Basic Aeronautical Engineering Certificate in appropriate category. 
1 I Rqd-m 
I I Fee f 11 per annum. 
I 
1 E53. AVDNIC DbGlTAL TECHNIQUES 
I This is a four-year evening course far personnel employed in the 
Aircraft Industry in Electrical, Instrument and Radio Environments. 
G ~ w  Aeronautical Engineering Certificate in the appropriate category 
Rquiremenb or equivalent. 
Fee f 1 1 per annum. 
Fee 
BASK: AERONAWAL EffiBWERNG CERTtFtCATES 
~ Q N  ENGWS (BAE.e, 3) 
TlitBwm I llJmmPE'7 E(JGfNEs (ISA&c. 4) 
Tkt abwe z o u ~  are of o a ~ p i - e s  dumtk nq&n'ng attehdance . 
for two WMIR~S (6 hours) y&Jy pw sesaiq. The cwms are 
daipnd to prepare ttuded lkntRr Baste AomnauticoI Engineerfng. 
Cartidcat6 e#smina#bhs 4 '&a hpiwtdmt Qf Twsprt and Pwwt 
Emplaymenit" .BRc @be Eng8nwrhg Industry, 
l i 
PR!WATE PEOG W N C E  
~ i $ l E  k d T Y  LK@W M T W N f  RA7iNG 
Them cw&' pty~ide, in*ru&&n in M&&pdopy. Hangaden. 
Ai r  ZzgislatPon aSd &re k.gib8hmr-y (Teehtd) f o ~  pemunnd 
wishing t o  take shc b p t t ~ b d  wf Trangpawt.d Pbwer Private 
Pilw Licence and the Pri Pjlms L%cearc ~nstruunlent Rating. . 
511 prslp, amh~m, - _ 
School of Engineering 
TRADE COURSES 4VEN8NG 
E133. COMPRESSION IGNITION COURSE 
379 City & Guilds of London Institute Compression lgnition Engines 
Mechanics Certificate. 
IhWimn d 2 years evening (6 hours per week). 
cQ6lno 
Subjects Compression Ignition Engine Technology. 
Compression Ignitian Engine Maintenance. 
Fuel lnjection System Maintenance. 
Entmw Department of Education Senior Trade Certificate or equivalent. 
~ i R ~ i o n r  
Fee L1143fl per annum, 
€1 34. FORK LIFT TRUCK MAINTENANCE COURSE 
Duration of 6 weeks of 5 hours each week (30 hours). 
eaurrls 
5uQja  Electro-Hydraulic Equipment, 
i.e, Engine Overhaul and Maintenance. 
Elatrpace Senior Group Trade Certificate of the Department of Education. 
Qdlf lca&i~~1 
f 1 1 per annum, 
MOTOR MECHANICS' WORK 
# Refresher course for Motor Mechanics 
Damtien of 6 weeks of 5 hours each week (30 hours). 
CQ)WIIO+ 
S u b S d  Fault Diagnosis and the use of Diagnostic Service Equipment 
and Instruments on : 
Petrol Engines. 
Petrol lnjection Units. 
Automatic Transmission Units. 
Front End and Power Steering. 
Brakes and Suspension Units. 
Automobile Electrical Units. 
BWaBeb Senior Trade Certificate of the Department of Education. 
Qdiflcat36nr 
Fm f 11 -001 per annum. 
1 -1 
a a Trade Courses ,J 
~ n i r s s n i g n i ~  to 100d32 
~ b j &  The City and Guilds of London Institute Mechanical Engineering 
r ,* - Craft studies Course No. 2015, Part II and Part I'll. Students take 
1 5 L .  Part I l l  04 the examination it the end of the second year of the 
, -. - ' ' Cburse end Pwt Ill' at the end of the third year. . -I 4: 
Durath of 
Three years (2 evenings each week) . 
- - 
- -  A 
. - 
ci; 
$3 krbiectr W"kshq ,'&k?Oa!$~$ YQ$! and Project WqhIekZz 
.,>ftei,,Aish !Ay3n4 ';& lintranee 
L I ' 1  # -  I .  P -9bnj& $&&2 &f-j34ini'&'?k-f QuJBficatimr t 7  pepartment o! ~ g c a t i o n  Junier Trade Certificate or equivalent. 
Fee f 1 1 per annul~t. 
. - .I-. 
.; .c \ 
AEROlNAUTlW ENGlNEERHG CRAFT STUDIES )fat 
fllamG 
This is a one-year evening course requiring attendance for two 
wenings (8 hours) weekly per session The course is designed re.,.! 
prepare students far Part I of the City and' Guilds Examinations 
.. . . . in A e m y t i c d  Engineering Craft Studies (Course 2W). m # n g  
, 2 mi&@- 
Emma 
- - 
Day Vocational Gmup Certificate or latermediate Certificate &C 331 
Fee 
School of Printing + Book Production 
,-- 4 AN COURSES 
Yl m Il;mm.r 1 A 
This is a two-year course to prepare students for the Department of" 
- 
Education Technological Certificate in Printing. The Course requires - - 
attendance at the College for three evenings (9 hours) -w -2. C .' , 
i 
. P. I  per week during the academic year. 
m t ~ c . ~ :  The City & ~ u i l d s  of ~ondon l n s t i t & ~ d ' v ! i n  
' - #  Requirements u v  Composing: Letterpress Machine Printing: Lithography and - - &- A 
91 Photo-Lithography; Bookbinding and Print Finishing. 
I: i- #, Fee f 11 per annum. t? 2 3 8  12di!b{ ' ,rjt:sik j- i(r.~tndsrjT h - r e n d  ~ F I F .  -16 A ;10ifrt'r5b~J 4 s ~  q;:e*br:l q 1 .  E83. APPLIED PRINTVMG - ,I- ,,, -<,A a: rn I I-$ .I.U> 
- -  . ,  
A course requiring attendance for 2 evenings each wwk 
. 1 '  z l m m  . . . - -  
- .: ,.Em designed to provide those engaged in the Clerical and 
Administrative side of Printing with a general knowledge of tb 
crafts involved in modern printing and of the materials and appl 
used. Studants who totnplete the course may enter the General 
Knowledge exam,ination of the British Printing Industries 
ederation, kt  is necessary t o  have passed the General Technical 
- ,  examination to be accepted as a candidate for the fdlowlng: 
b- - J (a) Estimating examination ad the British Printing Industries Fede- 
, (b) Printing Office Procedure ex!rnination of the British Printing : 
- - 
n t , :  hdustries Federation. 
. , 
Fee f 11 ~ 0 0  per annum. 
PRINTING OFFICE PRUCEDUR53T H34hl 
b 
. . " ? 
This course, requiring attendance for two evenings each week, 
dirned &I! prepaping printing administrative personnel for the 
finting Office Procedure Ekamination of the 'British Printing 
nrhrstt%a Fedeatid. 
It is recommended that those 
Qualifications the General Technical Knowledge Cectificate d the British Pri 
Industries Federation or equivalent qualificationv wb~4-v- 
Fee f 11 -00 per annum. 
A course requiring attendance for two evenings tach week 
designed t o  prepare students for the examination of the 
British Printing Industries Federation. 
E n t ~ c e  Royal Society of Arts Certificate in Accounting and Office 
" Qualifications Procedure, or equivalent. 
Fee f 11 -00 per annum. 
A course requiring attendance for two evenings each week 
designed t o  prepare students for the examination of the 
British Printing Industries Federation, 
Entrance Leaving Certificate and General Technical Knowledge Certificate of 
Qualifications the British Printing lndustries Federation. 
Fee f 11 ~ 0 0  per annum, 
ADVANCED LETTERPRESS aaXT AND UTHOGRAPHY 
CQST ESfMTtNG POR PRINTERS k 
A one-year course requidng attendance for two evenings each week. 
Students a n  prepared for the British Printing Industries Federation 
examinatkns in Advanced Letterpress Estimating and Advanced 
Offset Lithography Estfmeting examinatkms. 
' 1 Entmce Only students who have suc&~ssfully completed ceune E84A 
Requirements will be eligible for this course. 
Fee f 11 40 per annum, 
- - 
E85. PAPER TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETING 
1;- . 
A 2-year course for employees of Pebet Mills and Paper Merchants' 
and Printers' employeer engaged in the, handling of paper tranrrctions. 
- - .  Students are prepared for the sxaminat+n of the National Associatlm 
6f Paper Merchants. 
Entrance Leaving Certificate. 
QudEftdons 
Fee t11-00 per annum, 
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Technician Courses 
E86. DESIGN FOR PRtNTING 
This is a tnro-year course t o  prepare students far the City & Guilds 
of London lnstitute examinations in Design for Printing. 
Classes are held on two evenings per week, 
Entrance Department of Education Leaving Certificate or Department d 
Requirements Education Senior Certificate in a graphic arts subject or 
other equivalent qualifications. 
Fee €1 1.00 per annum. 
PRINTING TECHNOLOGY 
Entmce 
Rsquirumsnts 
,I 
Duratkn d 
Course 
Entrance 
Requirements 
Subjects 
Objectives 
O f ~ m  
COMPOSING 
LETTERPRESS MACHINE PRINTING 
LITHOGRAPHY AND PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY 
BOSKBINDbNC AND PRINT FINISHFNG 
These are courses of one year's duration requiring attendance at the 
Cdlege for three evenings (7 hours) weekly per session. The courses 
are aimed at preparing students for the Advanced Examination 
of the City & Guilds of London Institute. 
Department of Educatian Senior Trade Certificate in appropriate 
trade. 
Fee L11.00 per aqnum. 
PRlNTlNG PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
(DEPARTMENTAL) 
A one-year course requiring attendance at the College for three 
evenings per week (6 hours). 
City & Guilds of London lnstitute Advanced Certificate in one of the 
following : Composing; Letterpress Machine Printing; Lithography and 
Photo Lithography; Bookbinding and Print Finishing. Mature students 
with experience in the industry but who do not possess any of the 
foregoing qualifications may, in exceptional cases, be 
admitted to the course. 
Aspects of departmental management; human relations and 
communications in industry; production organisation; production 
processes. 
City & Guilds of London lnstitute Certificate in Printing 
Production Management (Departmental). 
Fee f 11 ~ 0 0  per annum. 
E89B. PRCNTING P R O D Q C P l ~  MANAGEMENT 
(WORKS) 
D u r a t h  of A two-year course requiring attendance at the College for two 
Course evenings (4 hours) weekly. 
I 
Entrance City & Guilds of London institute Certificate in Printing Production 
Requirements Management (Departmental), or Full' Technologica.1 Certificate in 
Printing, or Certificate in Supervisory Studies. 
Subjects Financial Aspects of Management; personnel management; production 
management. , , . 1 T - 9 - h - 1  ' 
n -*--- 
Objectives City & Guilds of Londtn Institute Certificate in Printing 
of Course Productkn Management (Works). 
Fee € 11 -00 per annum. ,. . 
ARTISTIC BOOK FMWING. 
This evening course. is open to craftsmen and others who are ., 
interested in the design of fine bindings. The lectures and practical, -: 
exercises in rhe application of design will cover the history 
of book design and designers, blind and gold' todlng, the use of plastic 
colour and foils, the preparation and treatment in finishing 
and binding of the various leathers and binding materials. The 
s u t r a h  czF am-craftsmen: will depmd on a satisfactory result 
- , , 
t o  interview. 4 
Fee tf6.00 per annum. 
- .  8 
% .  
El8l.A. BQOK PRODUCTION 
This is intend4 for those involved in the care of books particularly 
librarians, librarians under training: record dice staff etc. 
It will cover mechanised' book productien, 'hand bookbinding and 
book repair. Particular emphasis wNI be k i d  an the advantages and/or 
dhadvantages OF the various materials and binding styles used 
and their alternatives which may be used in the'ite'rest of economy, 
The techniques an4 terrnimology o f  forwarding, finishing and . 
decoration wWI1 be dealt with. . - ,., . '.,. 
This course mv.ers aechm4qaes and -rials used in the production 
of beaks, mqaxine~ auld the wide range of rnissell~meous 
warK kmd1kd k the print finishing department. Lectures on the 
ecorromivs o f  efficient produaiom, welfare, safety, hand 
and machine operations will be given. Stress will be laid on hand and. 
,a*. 1 
machine operations, e.g., wire stitching, sewing and folding, 
machine and hand feeding, gathering, folding, glueing, mounting, etc. 
Duration of. cotme, 12 weeks, mt evgnimg per week. 
. 1 E183.2- . LETTERPRESS MRCHlNE PRINTING, RETRAINING , . Fee f6-00 per amum. 
Y 
This is an evening coune for post apprenticeship students 
with instruction in the latest letterpress techniques. The curriculum 
includes practical work on vertical presses, stopcylinden, 
I two revolution presses and sheet fed wrapround rotary 
printing, also the use of modern lining up, plate mounting and 
registering equipment. 
Fee €6.00 per annum. 
I 
,.l '  
This is a me-year srening course Par apprendk and ]ournaymen 
empbyed in Cmphij: Am, Classes dtl h~Wir" !b~.  qne evening perne.1 
week I 
R k  k W b '  Ik k r  &m+s3ng spprcrniees (4th rnd 5th year) and 
young journeymen who wish t o  b!mq,pr;~@we, jn th  operation ,.: 
of ekher keyboard. It coven dally mahienanis routine 
and minor adjusgmenta to the machines, 
. - 
.,, .'J ! # ? < , . I  * ; i . !  . . I ;  , , ; ' " \ * r  . t h ,  . ; - -  , . ; i 
Fie -tf11-00 pier annum. ,. , . Ll.!/, l L v  . 
MONOTYPE CASTER OPERATION . 
I -*, i-. . I< ' ,  L k course for Monotype Caster Operato~s who are already . ! I employed as such in the printing industry. It cwers'all aspects of Monotype Casting including adjustments, alignment etc, 
.. : Fee € 11 -00 per annum. Fee €6.00 per annum. 
Technician Courses 
Fee 
A course for composing apprentices (fourth and fifth year) and 
young journeymen who wish t o  become efficient operators. 
The course covers table, tabular and bookwork setting and includes 
machine adjustments. It can be of one or two years' duration. 
€ 11 -(YO per annum. 
APPRECIATYIOINI OF PUBLCSHING 
This is a meyear evening course for those involved in the publishing 
(4f books. It will cwer mechanised book production, hand bookbinding 
and book repair. Particular emphasis will be laid on the advantages 
andtior disadvantages of the various materials and binding styles 
used and their alternatives which may be used in the interest of 
economy. The techniques and terminology of forwarding, finishing 
and decoration will be dealt with. 
L6-00 per annum. 
COMPOSING RETRAINING 
This is an evening course for post apprenticeship students with 
specialist instruction in bookwork and advanced display, 
composing techniques, using modern make-up and registration 
equipment. 
Object 
, 
Fee 
E196. 
E195A. 
Entrance 
Qualifications 
f6*00 per annum. 
7 :  L I 
Fee 
BOOKBINDING AND PRINT FINISHING, RETRAINING 
This is an evening course for post apprenticeship students with 
instruction in the latest techniques, and covers the whole range 
of materials and technology used in print finishing processes. 
€6.00 per annum. 
LITHOGRAPHY AND PHOTO LITHOGRAPHY, 
RETRAINING I En trance I Requirements 
This is an evening course for post apprenticeship students with 
instruction in the latest techniques olf lithographic plate 
making and press operation. Craftsmen having completed apprentice- 
ship t o  other printing processes, undergo retraining in lithographic 
printing. 
f 6 ~ ~ 0  per annum. 
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This course is of 26 weeks duration with attendance of 3 hours on 
one night per week. It is open to compositors and senior 
composing apprentices, 
The course gives both practical and theoretical coverage 
of all aspects of Film Assembly including correcting, proofing, 
display and bookwork make-up, colour separation and finalisation. 
f6.00 per annum, 
IBM COWOER UNOCOMP AND PAPER PASTE-UP 
At  present this course is only open to compositors and senior 
apprentices who have completed a 'Sight and Sound' touch typing 
course. 
The course enables operators to convert t o  the ISM 'Gdfball' System 
and covers all aspects of IBM Composer usage, with reference 
to both justified and unjustified setting. Training is also 
provided in Paper make-up methods and materials along with Photo 
Headliner setting. Duration is 13 weeks with attendance 
for 3 hours on one night per week. 
€6.00 per annum. 
PLANNING FOR PLATEMKNG 
This course covers the practical and theoretical aspects of planning 
for Nyloprint and Offset: Lithographic platemaking. Classes will be 
held on one evening per week, The course is prcwid'ed for apprentices 
and journeymen engaged in the trade, 
€6.00 per mnum. 
GRAPHICS WORKSHOP 
For art teachers, designers, creative artists and art students wishing to 
produce lithographs from stone and plate. Reproduction facilities are 
also available for lino and woodcuts, wood engraving, etching 
and silk screen. 
One evening (24 hours) per week for 26 weeks, 
Leaving Certificate (including Art) or  equivalent. 
€6.00 per annum. 
SCREEN PRYNTNG 
This is a oneyear course designed to prepare people engaged in 
screen printing for the Craft Certificate in Screen Printing of the 
City and Guilds d London Institute. 
€1 1 per annum. 
,School of Trades 
EVENING COURSES 
? x c w w e ~ a ~  ~ U W S E S  
El. CONSTRUCTION T E C H N I C M  a . -  , -* t 
. . 
The mbpctq of tbe course ,in~l?d_e: Building Construction, Geometry 
' 
' '& Calculati6nsS PlaneL& Sdid Geometry, 'Builders'' quantities, 
Structural Engineering, Land Surveying & Setrlng Out. 
' . ' 
'course objectives indude the Department of Education TeEhncdogicaI 
Examinations in Building at Elementary, Intermediate, and 
' Ad*:nced Stages. 
. . )  
^ *  I. ., 
. .> etif I mi&! .a S ~ ~ R E  ab the examinations 
, . : - r r . . , .  , ' *  , r f  :, 
. .. > . *& a i e ~ ~ 7 d o f  
are provided im', I r , ?  . ,' , I  . t i 1 .  
E121. Carpentry and Joinery. ..)- ,  , 
E143A. Welding (S hart Courses). 
€149. Sheetmetal War;-? 
Entrance 
~u l i f i a t i~~~~  % - .  ... La: '$$f '~ j~ j~mt  . in qb;h&t t ~ & .  . 
' + I  
Fee > I '  WO'rn:p%f,m~na*~ , A I 
(Fee f6-00 pw, m n u p  far s h q  courses). ' ' ' ' 
. . .  , -
~ ~ ~ r i e r i d m s  inbndiih: rppiiiprirte evenind caCrses are not 
required to pay a tu l t iw  fee. r 
, , ' . ' .  ,"-4"4 .' , . '  
A h ~ ~ L ,  -bA 
;- 1 
EXAMINING BODIES 
The courses relate to the Examinations of the following bodies: 
I '  I 
(a) Tertam(.EcaS CwkiAcate Examinatioar b : . . .  . 
( i )  Building. : 
(Ji) Mechanical Eng,icreering. 
(,lii) M o & ~ r  Gar Engineering. 
(iv) Mathematics. . 
(b) TedArcian Certificate Examinations in Engineering 
. 
(c) Trade Certificate Exaumiulatims in : 
( i )  Bricklaying and Masonry. 
(i i) Brass Finishing..' 
( i i i )  Cabinetmaking. . 
-(iv) Carpentry and joinery. 
(v) Compositors' Work. 
(vi)  Letterpress Machine Work. 
(vii) ,Lithography & Photo Lithography. 
(vii i) Bookbinding. 
( ix)  Metal plate 'Work. 
(x )  Mutor Car Engineering. 
(x i )  Painting and' ,Decorating. 
(xi i )  Plasterers' Work. 
(xi i i j  Plu.m.binlg. , 
(xiv) Fit%ers' Work. 
(xv) Turners' Work. 
(xvi) Metal Fabrication. 
1xvi.i) Sheet Maalwark. 
( i 3 Construction Surveyors' Institute. 
( i i )  'Council of the Engineering Institutions. 
( i i i )  Institution of Engineers of Ireland, 
(iv) Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 
(v) Institution of Works Managers. 
(vi) Institution ~f Structural Engineers. 
(rii) The lnstitute of 'Building. 
(vii i) lnstitute of Quantity Surveyors. 
( i x )  Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. 
(x) Royal lnstitute of the Architects of Ireland. 
I * 
(i) British hderatbn d Master Printers, 
( i i )  City & Guitds d Landon Instibiute. 
(iii),.Department .of T~ansport & Power. 
( L ' i n r e  irr Aemnaudcal Engineering). 
(iv) .Institute o;f Qlwks of Works in Ireland. 
(v) Imtiaw-te of %he #@or Industry. 
(vj) Natimal Associatiom of Paper Merchants. 
( r i i )  .AssdaGd Examining Board (GCE). 
(viii) L d m  Wniversjty ( GCE). 
- .  
- .  
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ACADEMIC STAFF 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
SURVEYING AND BUILDING 
Head of School: Kevin Fox BArch FRlAl 
ARlHA 
Department of Architecture and 
Town Planning 
Head of Department: john J O'Keeffe FRlAl 
BArch 
Assistant Head: Liam Carlin MRlAl ARlBA 
Senior Lecturer: Anthony Johnson BArch 
MRlAl ARIBA 
Staff Lecturers 
Albert J Brady BArch FRlAl 
Niall Brennan DipArch MRlAl 
Neil Downes BArch MRlAl 
Francis Ford MArch and UD DipArch MRlAl 
Robert Fowler DipArch MRlAl 
Sean Gaynor DipArch MRlAl 
William Gilligan BArch MRlAl 
Dermot Healy DipArch MRlAl 
Fergus A Hogan MRlAl DipArch 
Peter S Manning BArch MRlAl 
Gerard Mitchell BArch MLA ARIBA 
Eamonn O'Doherty BArch MRlAl 
Desmond G OI'Dwyer DipArch 
Terence O'Neill BE MlCE 
Sean Rothery BArch MRlAl ARIBA 
Martin Ridge DipArch MRlAl 
Duncan Stewart BArch MRlAl 
Part-time Staff 
Angel Bruton BArch MRlAl ARIBA 
J Cripwell BSc 
Hugh Desmond 
P Doris BE 
D, Fitzgibbon BE MSc C Eng MlMechE 
A Fortune 
Arden Gantly 
Alice Hanratty NCA 
Francis Harts 
D Henihan ARlBA 
E. Hilliard 
J, Horan Dip Arch 
M L Jordan BE AMlCE 
R Ksmndy 1ndDss 
T, Kennedy 
Piaras MacCionnrigh BArch FRlAl 
Dwrnond WcCanviile DipArch MRlAl 
Raymond MaePenndl M r c h  MRlAl 
Desmond McMbon DipArch MRIAI 
B Millw DipArch MRlAl 
Eamonn Murphy MRlAl ARIBA 
T Q ' ~ e i r ~ d f i c h  MRlAl 
J. WGorman 
S. O Laoire BArch MArch UDDip 
E Q'Shea DipArch MRIAI 
Mlchael Phillips BArch MRlAt 
P Pigott BE MSc MlEl 
J Scuffins MIAAT 
Leo Swan MA 
Stewart Young DipArch ARIBA 
fxtm Exanhsrt 
Pierre Clement DPLG 
W, H, D, McCormierk DipArch FRIAl ARlBA 
j T Sheard BA DipTP ARIBA MRTPl 
Dqawtmen$ d Surveging + Building 
Techndosy 
Head of ~ e p a k e n t :  Eanna de Bum FRlCS 
Assistant Head: Kevin Murnane ARtBA MRlAl 
Assistant Head (Urban Econ~mics) : Laurence 
Liddle, MA FRlC3 
Senior Lecturers: jweph P Davis BComm 
MSc(Econ) CertEd Pipstats 
logeph P O'byrne FCSl 
staff L0eurerr 
John B a r n e ~  A R I ~ '  MlMinE FGS 
T h o m  lbyrruk FTC (C & G ) 
Peter Collins MA HDipEd 
Decrial Cwper A M 4  HTC( Hons) 
John. D i x m  @Sa F R 1 a  
Brendaa Uunna FGSl 
Pagriak Egan M1W 
Daniel Kdly BE HIE1 CEng FCS1 
Sean Loftus &mister-ot=Law 
Fbrgus M e C h y  Satrister-at-Law 
Brian Meehan BSocSc DipTP MSc 
Dominic J O'Brien BA ARICS 
Liam O'Dulachain FCPA FICA 
William D O'Sullivan AlQS 
Dslm.ien C. Turley BE P Eng(Con) MI'EI 
Rory Walsh ARlCS 
Parbtims Staff 
John Ashton MlOB 
Thomas Boland MIE BE CEng MlEl 
Christopher J Byrna BE MlEl 
Bernard Le Cesne Byrne BE AMICE 
AMlStructE 
Daniel F. Cwney MIHVE 
William Dalton CEQ MlEl 
Michael Daly BE 
Paul Elliott ARlBA 
Timothy Enright AlQS 
Edward Fallan BE ME1 . 
Liam Gellagher BE 
David Hegarty LIOB 
Anthony Hiqkey BSc 
Seanius Faian FCSl 
Colin Harris MSC FRGS 
John Kearney MRlAl 
John Ksrnil AlQS 
John WEy Qbma Surv 
Leo Kiernan AlQS 
John Keyes BE i 
David Laverty LtOB 
Macartan Lambe LlOB 
Patrick M'inogue HIE BE MlEl 
F Richard Morrisdin BSc FRlCS 
Michael A Nugent MlHlA DfpHl 
Gerard OTarroll BA 
John A OPonaghue ACA 
John O'Hagan &€ 
Timothy CY'Hallora~ f RlCS 
Liam Owens MSC AIAS 
Pierce Piggott BE MSC 
Timisthyi Quinn 
Bruce Ru#dl MSC PhD 
Externdl @ramCm 
James Eustace MA( Econ ) MRPDipStats 
MRTPI 
Academic StaR 
Patrick J Carmody MA FRlCS 
Robert Hedges FlOlB FlQS AMBlM 
David Kelly FRlCS 
J H McFarlane FRlCS 
Alan S. Morris LLB DipFE FRlCS 
SCHOOL OF ENGI'NEERNG 
Head of School : Vacant 
Department of Engineering Technology 
Head of Department: Michael OpDonnell 
MEconSc BE BComm CEng MlProdE MlEl 
Senior Lecturers: James Daly BE CEng 
FlStrute MlEl 
Matthew Russell CEng MlProdE MtnstBE 
Stdf Lecturers 
Liam Archer CEng MlMechE 
Patrick S Benson CEng MIHVE AMlnstF 
Patrick Broy BE BSc CEng MlCE FIE1 
John A Butler DipEng AMlnstF CEng 
MlMechE 
Daniel Byrne CEng AMlnstF MIHVE MlEl 
Michael J. Carew CEng MlStructE MlEl 
John Cash BE MS CEng MlMechE 
john Patrick Daly BSc(Eng) CEng MlCE 
Patrick Doyle AMlEE DiplE 
Kenneth Eng MA AIM MlnstW MlEl 
Neil Gillespie CEng MlMechE GlHVE 
Matthew Harton DipEng MSc 
Raymond Hughes MSc CEng MlERE MlEE 
John Kelleher BE 
Oliver McNulty CEng MlEl ARTCS 
AMlStructE 
John McQuillan CEng MlMechE 
Donal Murphy MlED 
Michael Murphy DipEng MSc CEng MlMechE 
Henry J O'Neill CEng FlProdE 
John Peelo BE CEng MlEl MlMechE 
Henry F Taylor CEng FlMechE 
Part-the Staff 
Albert Acton 
Peter Aungier 
Gerald Byrne 
Michael Callan 
Patrick Carpenter James Seaver , :  , r , . , , ( ' - i  
Terence Churcher TEng(CE1) MIQA Joseph Saver . , ! , , . I 
Terence Cooke Kulwant Singh , , . . b e  
James Coll 
Patrick Cdlins r v  
Thomas Comerford LI 
I .,a. Ciarain Smith - . fbi 
James TNQ . . , -  . , .  , c t : a  
J R wur'mahd-' -.I > , 
Robert Couchman 
Timrvthy Crean 
Thomas Curran 
Seamus D a l ~  
Mall Dardis 
Vincent Duffy 
Edward Edge 
Eugene FarreM 
Denis Fitzgibbon 
Sean Furlong DipEng 
Eamonn Greene DipEng MSc 
Sean Greene 
John G r i b h  MmsMI 
John Haughey 
Brian Hayden 
Wilfrid Higgins 
Michad Irvine 
Sean Jordan 
wcera hhmY 
, 1 '  ' , Dr R Bell MSc(Tcch) PhD q:fj: . "  
.' 1 - !  
MlMechE, YJJE . . 
. P r o t M P  Groaknfi.u$ ~ e ~ a i k q & " i  pf: lo2: l, 
Mechanical Engineering Imperi* Cdlegq , ,'; 
of Science and Technology . 
Profkwor Z S M a k w ~ k i  FhD DI$ $E$ 'jr, . 
FlCE MASCE ( I  
Professor of Civil ~ r i ~ i n e c r i n ~ , ~ n ~ i v ~ a i t ' ~  of !, 
Surrey , .  
' I (  G A Cremins ME CEng FIE! 
r;, ;<; 
J J Furney BE CEng MI~~$,MS&. ' '  - 
I .  
k>  7 
J Gwynn BA BAl ~ E n g ' n R  :
\ i i John Kinsella BE CEng FIB We'chE ' ' . 
B G Lawermce CEng MinstF f$lVf!' 
Dr  R H McGuigan BSc PhD @g ~&?c,h$ , ,  
MlProdE \ 
: , t r%!'.-..~ 
Gerard Kernan 
James Lawless 
John Lawlor 
Raymond Leughmn 
Ultan Lyons 
Hugh Maguire 
Brendan Masterson 
William Martin 
Raymond Mescal 
Roderick Morton 
Peter CY'Dwd 
Antoine O'Duniaing BE M'EngSc 
Sean OfFarrell 
Richard O'Leary 
Cornelius 01'4.he;i 
Adrian O"Su1livan 
Francis Pdly ,< 
Kevin Pepper - -- 
Cecil Rowden 
Oliver Russell 
Denis Ryan 
Nicholas Ryan 
, 
I D~pwtmM d Science +* b t 
Head of Department: jamec#i ~m%&{Wc -. 6 .  ' 
MPipEd . ' ,  1. , . I N '  
Assistant Head: Gerard Lawlar M k  
Senlor Lecturer: Jeremiah '5: C h t w  M3e . . 1 
-9 t *. -1 h . , - , c ; . " t  
WtmkdhmSM . I i ; ,  , 4  
Elizabeth M Baird H& HRipEd . . . , 
john Botand Wc . 'E 1 
Patrick C a r d l  MSc 
Elizabeth T Clancy OSr: . -  , 
John J Doherty BA I ,  .. , . , , : , .  
John T Downcs AMSfia~ES~M)& : , 
Jane N Hmrgan MA M S d k ) j  . , . 
Or John 0 Hc0ride Phk,..:: ; : . , . -4 , -  i 
Danat A McCanhy DipEng . ,. i ,. I 
William McCarthy M O$hmmildoip~& , , . rl 
Patrick J McCormack BSc 
* Marguerita OeKslly BA BSobt: bimtlf ': . ' Hm#d * <  ' I l ? q > J  / { , .  : , , \ - 8 . I 
I"' D r  Con O"Sulivsn PhD ! t '1 J' :"f 
Eamonn O'Sullivan'BE DipinEd 
Louis R P u m n  BSk HDipEd 
Michael Swords BSc 
Part-time Staff 
Daniel C'olllins 
Patrick J Daly 
Patrick  henry 
Cornelius P O'Shea BSc HDE Dipstats 
Elizabeth Ryan 
.' I i)ep5#tment of Engineering Trader ; Head of Department: Robert L Eustace , BSc(MechE) ! Assistant Head: Joseph Shiels 
I h  W h o l + t ~  M 
Desmond Aungier 
' David Cox 
Martin Dunns C & G (Mech & Aero) 
nb Peter Flood 
1: Chad@ 1 Hurley 
5 Denis McGrath Final C & G 
James McKenna TEna(aI) AssoclPmdE 
Charles I3 O'Brien TEng(CE1) Assocl Prod€ 
: Andrew O'Hanlon MlED 
Part-time SM 
John Adams 
I James Barker 
Patrick Brazil #. Christopher Canavan 
8 Peter Deans 
1 John Grant 
, Paul Kennedy Final C & G 
William Kelly 
Thomas E Mullins 
Gerard Ross 
Alan Stewart 
Depvbmnt d Aermautica3 
Engineering 
h Head d Depatumleht: Thomas Mclnerney 
FSLAET ACD I X Licences 
Assistant Head: Michael Forde A & C 
J Licences 
Whole-time Staff 
William J Brazil 
Part-time Staff 
James Coleman X Licence PMG 
John D d q  
Charles Dowdall 
Christopher DdRy -a 
Thomas Higgins AME 
James S Hogan AME +?& 
Edwin Homan @d 
Bremdan Howley !hl 
Cornelius Hunter *%Fd 
Patrick J WConnell r. .-c 
Edwin T OI'Connor !T 
Cornelius O'Mahony 
Donal O?Meara 
Andrew Oi'Neill AME 
Sean Staunton 
J B Thompson 
Desmond Walsh 
Michael Walsh 
Douglas Wilson 
Department of Automobile ' 
Engineering 
Head of Department: Jahn Guirke AMlMl 
Manual Instructor's Certificate (Honours) 
AMBlM 
Assistant Head: Richard Dowling MlMl 
WMe-the Staff 
Alan Buckowski FTC (C & G) 
Enda Fagan FTC (C & G) 
Timothy Giblin FTC (C & G) 
Alan Harbron SlMT TechDip 
T J Kernan FTC (C & G) FlMH 
Michael Kelly SIMT TechDip MlMW 
Arthur McDermvtt TechEng(CE1) MMI 
MlWM Dips& 
James McGauran SlMT TechDig 
John Monaghan MlEl GradlMl 
Edward Nolan SlMl TechDip 
-d- Paul Purcell SIMT TechDip .. 
. -. 
- - 
- - 
Niall 01 Cearbhaill BE 
John Wilcox SIMT TechDip .. :,.- -. 
Academic Staff 
Part-time Staff 
Thomas F Boland 
John Bracken 
Kenneth Bracken 
tan Candy 
Thomas Carroll AMlMl MlRTE 
Vincent Conaghan 
Augustus Corrigan . ,  
M Devlin 
William J Dohetq-  - - T  - - - -- *--  -.- - 
Francis Dougan - - nsr~dH &@ 
H B Early MA BComm DPA FCll ACCA PC 
Martin V Egan SlMl TechDip 
George Fitzgerald 
Thomas A Flood 
Robert Kennedy 
Patrick Lamon 
Desmond Maguire 
Patrick McCallion 
J McKenna 
P Meighan 
John O'Gorman TEng CEI MlMl MlMS 
David I Butler-Rees MlMl MIRTE 
Edwin Rynhart 
Stephen Rountree 
Dominick Tuite 
Anthony Trappe 
Department of Building Trades 'B' 
FCSl FTC( Hons) 
* Head of Department: Thomas  man^* 
~ - 2 d *  
SCHOOL OF TRADES 
Department of Building Trades 'A' 
Head of School: J B Hickey BA 
Head of Department: 
Hons C & G 
Whde-time Staff 
. James Burns 
Charles Costello 
James P Doyle 
Frederick Hosford Final C & G 
Joseph Lawlor &A HDipEd FlBD 
Patrick McNally ~ f i q  
Gerard O'toole ,sr $1 M 
B h a w 4  
Part-time Staff 
John Kenny 
Whole-time Staff 
Andrew Dunne 
William Edwards 
Aidan Halpin ABlCC Final C & G 
Christopher P Kelly LIOB FTC(C & C) ,: p-j 
James Kelly Final C & G 
Patrick Kelly Final C & G 
Thomas Kiernan FTC (C  & G) 
Michael McDonnell 
Robert McShane 
John McGuirk 
James S Stewart Final C & G 
James Wall 
- I t 
Department of Metal Fabrication - * ,  
Head of Department: John G Bolton ~ ~ e l d q  
FTC (C & G) I -u 
Assistant Head:   rend an Rooney, Final C & 
AWeldl ?! 
!A 
Whole-time Staff 
James F Bartley Final C & G &A flfiol 
Joseph N Bernie FTC (C & G) ~ e c h ~ ~ @  x mgl 
Duncan Beveridge Final C & G fizmd jiailta8 
Albert Byrne Final C & G :3 7sdq~*hd3 
Patrick Carpenter FTC (C  & b j lnsa r ~ a 9  
Thomas Colley Final C & G ma3 nil01 
Edward Donohue 3 ir4-11'l 5bsnrnaX 
Daniel Gahan yl'is3d mciSliW 
Brian Gilbert Final C & G IuM 3 b e d f  
Wm Jackson Final C & G ' ! a d i  
Denis Lynch nriwe ifs6(A 
Gabriel McGreer Final C & G 
Seamus Murran Final C & G ?a Jn 1mq3Q 
Nicholas Murray Final C & G wI Joseph Quinn Final C & G AWeldl 
Daniel Rooney FTC C & G MRSH . , 
Paul Sherlock 
&a 
\ . i r  I - .  
Joseph K Walsh FTC C & G MlnstSME .:.. . i i 
Part-time Staff b' -?3CW 320 
James Bryan Final C & G 3FM iiiM 3t~kiy 
William F Carroll 1 %  43ln94 3tau11; 
George Mackie MWeldl !3!?4 h m j i  
---. . - 
. - - 
SCHOOL OF PRINTBNG + BOOK 
PRODUCTION 
Head of School: Vacant 
Assistant Heads of Department: 
Prionsias 0 hEifearnain BA HDipEd FTC 
(C & G) MIOIP 
Joseph ~edd in  Lic in Printing ( C  & G.) , 
AMlPtgM 
Whole-time Staff 
John Bennett BA FTC (C  & G) FTC (Design) 
Patrick Daly BA FTC (C & G) 
Kenneth Devitt ACC C & G 
John M. Foley &A(Econ) Mlnst MP FTC a 
C & G  
Peter A Foley FTC C & G 
e 
Michael Grehan FTC C & G PPM(W) 
J P Brian Kennedy EA FTC (C & G) MlOP 
Leo Levins 
Brendan Quinn Final C & G 
Kenneth Richards Final C & G 
Robert Sharpe Final C & G 
Part-time Staff 
Thomas D a y  
Kevin Dunne BComm 
W Dunne 
F Dowling 
John Fagan 
Joseph Fagan 
W J Fitzpatrick MlOP 
J'&h%-Gormley 
Bartholomew Hempton 
Edward Horag, Fig,al <; & G 
- . L$ m*p -* - - William Kelly ... - - ,, 
- .  . = 
G A Lynch BPFI(ES~) 
John McCormack 7 ,J ' 
qtanley McDonald FTC (C & G )  bJT 
John McGettigan AMlPerM tW&lpV 
Alan M'Leod Martin AClS @P 
Joseph Murphy ACC (C & -) 
John O'Reilly 
John Whelan 
CHAPLAINS 
Seniw Chaplatn 
Rev Dermot McKenna SJ 
Rev John Fitzpatrick CSSP 
Rev Ronan Geary SJ 
Rev S Ward SJ - m 
Rev Kevin Egan OiFM 
Rev Pascal kr re l ly  OEM 
Rev Francis Patterson OFM 
Rev G m r d  Rzferty OsFw 
PHYSICAL EDUCATI'ON 
Michael C Dmgan Dip in PhyEd 
UBRARJAN 
, ,. : , L ,  Miss Moira Fennell BA Dip4 Lib T 
M j Marnane BComm DPA 
ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
P J Carroll ME MlStrucrE MlCE MIEI Structural rTw I 
Engineering S F Dtmleavy BE CEng MIStructE MICE MlEl - m*a&d ( 
R T Hdlamy BECEng MlStructE MICE MlEl - I- - -  '- ! b m a  -4 
, , iiLnYLy mLY J J Harringmn BE CEng MlStructE MlEl 
a Il , 
8;: 
. I  
- ' I  
+ \  z -  
- -  - 
- .  
I - - -  - _  .. 
- < . .  l-, ,. - 
- = .  
Heatingand , E d n  0 C h n a  BE MKfi AMlEE MIHR MASWRAE MCoslsE 
Ventilating NoeT Trapnar AMIhVE 
Engineering Seamus H o r n  AMIHVE 
Eamonn O'etien 
Reginald K e ~ i n g  GlHVE 
Suweying + Royal Institwtiosl d Chartered Survsyan 
Building N McDonagh FRICS 
Technology 
, -. 
M T w~~G'FRTcs 
. , , . j Muicahy A R ~ &  
B H freeman; ARIGS 
Institute d ~&ti;tr Surveyors 
T Clear FlQS 
B McHaw~ ARKS Aw 
Conskruction Solweyorr' Institute 
J Cullitan FCSI 
N Shortall ACSl 
Incerpowted #uscWon d ArchFtects and Surveyors 
S J Copgin FlAS FlArb 
. , 
Society of Suweying Technicians 
j OI'Hagan BE MSST 
j G O'Donovan MSST 
Surveying an6 Bui.lding Technology Graduates Assaciaklon 
J Harnett DipConEcon 
T O'Mahoney DipGeo-Surveying 
, Bricklaying Denis Murray Magter ButMan' Anociatlan 
Brick+S$aneE~an' bmky 
Fmncis O'Cbmor 
. -  
James Farrell * -  
Carpentry Gerard Wall Secretary Irish Society of Woodcutting Machinists 
Joinery and j G McCormask Master Builden' A w e i d e n  
Woodcutting H R Armstrong Messn Bmdu-Thoat & 6 Machinists' 
WoA 
Furniture Trades D McCarthy O'Dea & Co Ltd 
P F McGrath Irish National Union of Woodworkers 
G L Wall LrSsh ,%dew of Woodcu@ing Machinists 
W Robinson Na t iod  Udon of Furniture Tndv Operatives 
52 Peter's Hill Belfast 13 Nwthsra kelmd 
P Marrey Furniture Manufacturer 20a S t  Joseph's Parade Dublin 7 
' Plastering Gerard Doyle Otperative Plasterers* Trade Society 
T Byrne M Creedm ttd 3 AMee Rmd Dublin 6 
Plumbing Association of Master Plumbers Heat Ing & Ventilating Engineers of 
Ireland 
P J C l ~ a t l  
J B Doherty 
P J Duffy 
C Jones 
J N Traynor 
T Hawington 
Plumbing Trades' Ua;lan 
M Brennan 
D McKeag 
W Russell 
A Mullins 
- . ,  , - :  
I -  : 
Vehicle Building M Jackson National Union of Vehicle Builders 
H Samway National Union of Vehicle Builders 
G J Roberts Coach and Motor Body Builder 3A Lower 
Grangegorman Dublin 7 
M F Gavigan 
Aeronautical Comdt M Winterson Army Air Corps Baldonnel 
Engineering M C McGorern Aer Lingus Teo Dublin Airport 
Capt P G McCabe Aeronautical Officer Aviation Division Department 
of Transport & Power I 
- I 
Structural P Dunne Irish Transport & General Workers' Union 
Steelwork J D Pearson Smith & Pearson Ltd 
A Davidson Kennan & Sons 
~ition.1 Engineering 1 Electrical Trade Union 
J A Coffey 
E O'Neill 
Printingi-Book N Canning lrish Printing Federation 
Production R R Yates-Hale Irish Printing Federation 
B Mowles lrish Printing Federation 
G A Fitzgerald Dublin Newspaper Manager's Committee 
W D Britton lrish Master Printers' Association 
M S 0 Loingsigh lrish Master Printers' Association 
0 A Curran lrish Graphical Society 
B 0 Cmrbhatll BA LLB lrish Graphicat Society 
E Dignam Stereotypers' Society 
. ) Cullen lrish Bookbinders' & Allied Trades' Union 
A Kavanagh Lithographic Artists' and Process-Workers' Society 
P McManus Photo Engraving Group 
W R Trulock National Graphical Association 

